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FLUID PHASE MASS TRANSFER IN DIALYSIS 

· Richard D. Newman 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

September 16, 1966 

ABSTRACT 

A study was made of the dialysis of sodium chloride in an apparatus 

built to simulate a plate and frame dialyzer. It was found that the experi

mental mass transfer data could be predicted in terms of the dimensionless 

groups; Grashof nlimber, Reynolds number, and Schmidt number. A method based 

on'these findings was developed to predict mass .transfer in industrial dia

lyzers. This method was found to predict quite accurately independent data 

which had been obtained from the literature . 

····--·---;--·--·- -------- _,__ __________ _____.,;,. _______ _ 
- -----·---~------- ·-----------------------·-;;.--------
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Dialysis is the separation of solutes by means of their different 

rates of diffusion through membranes. Dialysis has long been a common 

laboratory method for separating colloids from non-colloids, but it is 

only in the last thirty years that there has been significant interest in 

dialysis as a method of separation and purification, Because of its general 

low efficiency and slowness dialysis is of interest primarily in cases 

where separation is not feasible or is u-neconomical by other means. The 

first important industrial application was in the rayon industry where it 

was used for the recovery of NaOH from caustic solutions contaminated with 

hemi-cellulose (l). Another, more recent, application is the removal of nickel 

sulfate from sulfuric acid in the electrolytic refining of copper (2). Of 

interest also is the possibility of using dialysis to separate economically 

important metabolic products of micro-organisms from the nutrient broths 

in which they are produced (3). 
Equipment for industrial dialysis has developed along two lines. 

The first was the tank type (4), in which the membrane was supported on a 

rigid frame and formed a flat bag which was immersed in a tank with other 

similar units. Water was circulated through. the bags and the liqui.d bei.ng 

dialyzed was contained in the tank outside the bags. The other type of 

dialyzer is the filter press type, so called because of its appearance, 

which is similar to that of a filter press. This type consists of a series 

of frames with a membrane between each frame and a clamping device to hold 

the assembly together. A schematic diagram of the arrangement of the filter 

press, or plate and frame, dialyzer is shown in Fig. l. Of the t>-ro types 

of dialyzer the filter press type is the ntore efficient and is the one 

generally chosen for new installations . 

While there r1as been much work done in recent years concerning the 

transport of various molecular species through membranes, little attention 

has been paid to the design of industrial dialysis equipment. At the pre

sent time industrial dialysis equipment is designed by scaling up from 
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Fig. 1. Plate and frame dialyzer. 
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smaller equipment of similar geometry.(S). What is desi_red is to be ab1e to 

design a full size dialyzerj relating concentration of inlet and outlet 

streams, membrane area, and frame size without any experimental work other 

than a determination of the membrane resistance to mass transfer. The 

pr6blem dealt with in this work is the design and sizing of a dialyzer 

for a specific application with a minimum amount of experimental work. 

It was felt that more useful information could be obtained on the 

system by adapting an experimental approach. The idea was to study the 

resistances to mass transfer and find out what the important variables 

were, and their effect on mass transfer. Then these findings could be used 

to determine some criteria for dialyzer design. 

One of the findings of a literature survey on dialysis was that the 

resistance of the liquid phase adjacent to the membrane contributed signi

ficantly to the overall resistance to mass transfer in an industrial dia

l~er. Since the membrane resistance to mass transfer may be measured 

fa'irly easily it was felt that the experimental effort should be concen

trated on the liquid phase in the vicinity of the membrane. The liquid 

phase resistance to ~ss transfer is a function of solution properties and 

flow conditions near the membrane. The purpose of the experimental work 

performed here was to determine the nature of the dependence of the liquid 

phase resistance on these quantities. 

, ... ~-~- ... ·.·~·-·· •.· --·- -:---. 
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II.. LITERATURE SURVEY 

There are two distinct approaches in the study~ of membrane phenomena. 1· 

The one which has received the major amount of attention is the one which 

attempts to describe the molecular transport across the membrane in terms 

of the membrane properties and the solution properties. The other approach, 

of more interest to engineers, attempts to determine the performance of an 

integrated system, such as an industrial dialyzer. In this case there may 

be other factors, such as the flow conditions in the dialyzer, which affect 

the mass transfer in addition to the membrane transport properties. Al

though we are concerned here primarily with the second approach mentioned 

. above, a brief survey of the literature dealing with transport through mem

branes is presented for the sake of compJ..eteness. 

The membranes referred to here are semi-permeable membranes. A 

.semi-permeable membrane is one that will permit the transport of one solute 

but not another, or at least ,possesses transport properties which are 

selective. The semi-permeable membranes discussed here are composed of long

chain cross linked polymers. The polymer chains form a network, the open 

spaces of which are filled with solution. The permeability of the membrane 

is controlled by the crosslinking of the polymer chains, which in turn d;:!ter

mines the amount of solution imbibed by the membrane (6). Due to the ran

dom structure of the membrane the pores tn it are of varying size and 

length with many cross connections. The simplest model describing mass 

transfer across a membrane of this type has been proposed by Lane and 

Riggle (7) who assumed that the membrane acted as a mechanical sieve. Their 

treatment is based on the fact. that the presence of the membrane material 

hinders transfer through the membrane. Thus, for non-electrolytes the 

availability of a given pathway for diffusion is determined by the narrm.rest 

point in the pathway and the diffusion process is similar to free diffusion 

in a solution. However, in the course of study of semi-permeable membranes 

Michaelis (8) found that some of them possessed fixed ionic charges in the 

membrane material. This produces an ion exchange capability in the membrane. 

.. 
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When an ion exchange membrane is in contact with a dilute electrolyte solu

tion the membrane will exclude the co-ions (Donnan exclusion) (9) but will 

permit the counter-ions to pass through. Thus, the membrane is termed .. 
permselective for counter-ions. For more concentrated solutions the Donnan 

exclusion is less effective and the permselectivity is less. A good dis

cussion of the calculation of mass transport through permselective membranes 

is given by Helfferich (10). The physical situation encountered in dealing 

with ion-exchange membranes is covered by Sollner (11). 

The r·e have been numerous theories develorJed to explain elec LrolyLc 

transport across membranes. Perhaps the best recent review of developments 

.in the field is the one by Lakshminarayanaiah (12) who classifies these 

theories according to the models upon which they are based. Tuwiner (13) 

presents varied information on membranes and electrolyte solutions. A more 

recent discussion of membranes and membrane processes is given in the series 

of articles by Friedlander and Rickles (14). 

It is realized that this is not a comprehensive survey of the litera

ture dealing with mass transport across membranes. However, the references 

mentioned here will serve as an introduction to the field. 

The literature dealing with a complete dialysis system is not as 

plentiful as that dealing with the membranes themselves. In 1933 Enyon (15) 
derived the following equation relating time of dialysis, membrane area, 

and the mean c:.mcentration difference: W = K
0

AC 1m where elm is the 

log mean concentration difference of the diffusing component acr·oss the 

membrane. In this equation Enyon assumed that there are no volume changes 

in the solutions on both sides of the membrane and that the dialysis co

efficient, K
0 

, is constant. .Vollrath (16) discusses the problems en

countered in recovery of NaOH steeping solution in the manufacture of rayon. 

An additional discussion of the same subject is given by Bassett (17). Daniel 

(18) discusses industrial dialyzers and applications but has very little on de

sign. The first really detailed study of industrial dialysis was by Marshall 

and St~rrow (19) who investigated the dialysis of Sodium Hydroxide. They 
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postulate that the overall resistance to mass transfer, 1/K , is the sum . 0 

of the individual resistances: l/K
0 

= 1/~1 + 1/km + 1/~2 where 1/~,l 

and 1/~2 are the liquid phase resistances on either side of the membrane 

and 1/k is the membrane resistance to mass transfer. The membrane re-
m 

sistance to mass transfer was measured in a small well stirred batc:h d·ia-

lyzer which effectively eliminated the ::Liquid phase resistances. However, 

they did not develop a method for determining these liquid phase resistances 

but just gave a rough guide to an average film thickness to be used for de

sign purposes. Chamberlain and Vromen (20) suggest the use of scale-up in 

design and sizing of dialyzers. Lane and Riggle (20), in addition to their 

theoretical development, attempted to develop a method for the design of 

dialyzers. Their conclusion was that the value of the combined liquid 

phase resistance could be represented by ~ = lOOOD where D is the 

liquid diffusi vity corrected to the proper temperature and c:::mcentration. 

Unfortunately the only diffusing solute investigated by Lane and Riggle 

was NaCl so their results could not be considered to be of general appli

cability. Vromen (22) presents E.xperimental results of acid dialysis showing 

the variation of membrane mass transfer coefficient with different dif

fusing solutes. He states that the only way a complete design may be 

accomplished at the present time is by scale-up from smaller equipment of 

similar geometry and flow conditions. Tuwiner (23) presents a review of 

industrial dialysis but much of his material is presented in the references 

mentioned above. · 

It is interesting to note, that with all the work that has been done 

on membranes, that as yet no general theoretical method of predicting mass 

transfer through membranes or the performance of a particular system has 

been developed. 

--~--··-·· ---- ··--· -~---·-···- -~---- --- ···- --- ..... . 

\~ 

' .. 
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III. EQUIPMENT 

To carry out this study an apparatus was designed and built -whi.ch 

enabled the determination of the mass transfer coefficient in a dialysis 

cell. A schematic diagram of the apparatus is sho-wn in Fig. 2 and a photo

grab is shown in Fig. 3· The membrane was glued across the front of the 

compartmented section so that each compartment did not communicate -with its 

neighbors. In each compartment was a stirrer which operated at 600 rpm. 

The arrangement for rotating all the stirrers is shown in Fig. 4. Each one 

of the pulleys sho-wn in Fig. 4 is connected to a stirrer inside the com

partment. The relation of the front section to the compartmented section 

is shown in Fig. 5· This section is a hollow area l em thick in front of 

the membrane. An effort -was made to have the equipment resemble as much 

as possible the arrangement of a typical plate and frame dialyzer. The 

front section of the apparatus corresponds to one frame in an industrial. 

dialyzer. The purpose of having a number of compartments on the other 

side of the membrane was to enable the mass transfer coefficients to be 

determined at various points in the cell. 

Since high operating pressures -were not planned and visual inspection 

during operations -was desired the material of constructi_on was lucite. The 

only metal in the dialyzer was the stirrers, which were stainless steel. 

The membrane use_d in these tests was Nalco D-30, a vin:y-1 membrane, 

which was obtained from the Nalco Chemical Company. This particular mem

brane was chosen because it could be glued to lucite and could withstand 

repeated -wetting and drying. The mass transfer properties of Nalco D-30 

are similar to those of cellophane. Some specific properties of the mem

brane are given in Appendix A . 
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IV. OPERATING PROCEDURE 

The procedure iri making a run was as follows. First, the stirred 

compartments were filled with distilled water. Then the .NaCl solution was 

pumped through the front section for a predetermined period of time (see 

Fig. 6), with the stirrers running._ The flow rate w.as controlled by ad

justing the height of the constant head reservoir above the dialysis cell. 

After the predetermined period of time was up the compartments· were drained 

and samples taken. These samples were'analyzed by the Mohr Chlorid~ (24) 

method to determine the NaCl concentration. These concentrations were used 

to calculate the mass transfer coefficient for each compartment. The method 

of calculating the mass transfer coefficients is given in Appendix B. A:) .. l 

runs were made at room temperature, 23-25°C, so no temperature corrections 

were applied to the. coefficients obtained. 

The membrane resistance to mass transfer had been determined pre-, 

viously in a small, well stirred batch. dialyzer (see Appendix C) and its 

value was subtracted from the overall resistance to obtain the liquid phase 

resistance~ In this way the liquid filffi resistance at various points in 

the dialysis cell was determined. The purpose of the stirrers in the com

partments was to eliminate the liquid phase resistance on that side of the 

membrane, making the liquid phase resistance on the other side of the mem

brane available for isolated study. The expected concentration profile is 

shown in Fig. 7. 
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·V. EXPERIMENTS AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

A. Initial Runs 

The results of several of the initial runs with the apparatus de

scribed previously are given in Table 1. These initial rlins were carried 

out using 1.0 molar NaCl and a flow rate of 280 ml/min. At this flow rate 

the NaCl concentration dropped by approximately 1% through the dialysis 

cell, resulting in an approximately constant bulk concentration in the 

front. section of the dialyzer. If a Reynolds number is defined for the 

system as being based on the rectangular cross sectional area, as though 

there were uniform flow in a rectangular channel, the Reynolds number at 

a flow rate of 280 ml/min would be 35.0. This is not strictly correct but 

is useful for comparison purposes, and, as· will be shown later is a just5.

fiable assumption. The assumption of uniform flow in a rectangular channel was 

made in order to simplify the theoretical development of a method for cal

culating mass transfer in the dialyzer. What it actually entails is the 

ignoring of the effects of feeding in at one corner and withdrawing at ~he 

·opposite one. In this assumption it is implied that the feed is uniform 

across the whole bottom of the cell and the outlet fluid is drawn off across 
/ 

the entire top of the dialyzer. A Reynolds number of 35.0 is far down in 

the laminar flow range. That such a Reynolds number was actually attained 

was borne out by the injection of dye into the front section of the 

apparatus. The only point where there appeared to be any turbulence at all 

was at the fluid inlet port (cell 13). The presence of turbuJence was 

further indicated by the fact that the mass transfer coefficient for th~s 

cell was consistently higher than the coefficient for any of the other cells. 

It was felt that a truer picture of the events taking place inside the 

app'aratus could be obtained when the value of the liquid phase mass transfer 

coefficient for cell 13 is eliminated from the overall average liquid ppase 

m,uss. trnnsfer coef:fici.ent. 
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TABLE 1 

FIUt\ NC. 1 

EXPiRIMENTAL RESULTS 

FLOW RATE =280.0 MIL/MIN 
FEEC CCNCENTRAT ION = 1.00000 M/L 

CEll CONC. M/L UO CM/SEC RO SEC/:M ~L SEC/CM 
1 .03780 .0001888 5296.2~ 25Q6.29 
2 .(3780 ~OCC1888 5296.29 2505.29 
3 .03840 .oou 19 19 5211.92 2421. 92 
Lt • Cl680 .00018 37 5443.02 2653.J2 
5 .04200 .OC02102 4756.32 1966.32 
6 .04040 .0002021 4948.7S 2158.78 
7 .0412C .OC02062 4850.68 206J.68 
8 .03952 .0001976 5061.28 2271.28 
9 • C4560 .0002287 4372.6+ 1582.64 

10 .04200 .OC02l02 4756.32 1966.32 
11 .04~20 .0002062 4850.68 2060.68 
lZ .C3880 .OCC1939 5157.12 2367.12 
13 .Q5160 .000259f 3852. 13 1062. l3 
14 • 04672 .0002344 4265 .33 14.75 .33 
15 .04388 .OCC219g 4548.10 1758.10 
16 • 04264 .0002135 4683.37 1893.37 

,1VERAGE Kl = .CCO~ 156C CM/SEC 
DlSRfGAROJNG CELL 13 AVERAGE KL = .00048721 01 /SEC 

LJQUH ,fiLM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS .•..............•.......................•..... ~ . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
"' 1 • 2 * 3 • 4 • • • • • • • 3.99E-04 .. 3.99E-04 * 4.13E-C4 • 3. 77E-04 * 
• • • • • 
***********O***********************$***•••••• 
• 5. 6 * 7. 8. 

• • • • • * 5.09E-04 * 4.f3E-04 * 4.85E-C4 * 4.40E-04 * 
• • • • • 
·····································~······· • 9 • 10 * 11 • 12 • 

• • • • • 
o 6.32E-04 * 5.09E-04 * 4.85E-C4 * 4.22E-04 * 
• • • • • 
····~······························~········· ., .13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 

• • • • • 
• 9 .42E-04 * 6.78E-C4 * 5 .69E-04 * 5. 28E-04 • 

• • • • • 
········4···································· 

·······~········································ CALCULATED RESLLTS 
(;RAStiOF NO.= 2.29353E+09 
SCHMIDT NO.= 651.3 
REYNOLDS NO. =3t.ll58 
FREE CC~V. Kl = 4.71228E-04 01/SEC 
FORCED CONV. Kl = 1 •. 59111E-04 CH/SEC 
COMB INEC KL = 4 .97365E-04 CM/SEC 

.,,, ·,-

KL CMISEC 
• 0003990 
.000399) 
• 0004129 
.3003769 
• 0005 08 ~ 
• 00046 32 
.0004853 
• 0004403 
.00063H 
• 0005 08~ 
• 0004853 
.OJ0422) 
• 0009415 
.0006778 
• 000 5688 
.0005282 
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UBLE 1 ICONT.J 

PU~ 1'\C. 2 

£(fERI~E~TlL RESULTS 

FLOW RftTE =280.0 MILfHIN 
FEEC C(NCENfR~flON = 1.000JO MIL 

CELL CONC. MIL UO CHISEC _RO SEC 'CH Rl SEC 'CM Kl CHI SEC 
1 .03928 .00019~4 5J92.64 2302.84. .1004342 
l .03904 .0001951 5124.18 2334.18 .0004283 
3 .03852 .0001925 5195.36 24D5.36 .JJ04157 
4 .03648 .0001821 5491.67 zrot.67 .oooH01 
5 .04220 .0002113 4733.2e 1943.28 .ooo5t46 
6 .04120 .OJJ20~2 4850.66 2060.68 .0004853 
1 .04160 .0002082 4803.05 2013.05 .0004~68 
B .03808 .OO(H902 5256.59 2466.59 .0004054 
9 .04200 .0002102 4756.32 1966.32 .0005086 

10 ~04160 .0002082 4803.05 2013.05 .0004968 
11 .04168 .0002086 4793.63 2003.63 .0004991 
12 .03832 .0001915 5223.02 2433.02 .0004110 
13 .04960 .0002493 4D11.64 1221.64 .DJOB186 
14 .04432 .0002221 4501.92 1711.92 .0005841 
l5 .04488 .0002250 4444.45 1654.45 .0006044 
16 .04252 .0002129 4696.88 1906.88 .0005244 

lVERlGE I<L = .OC04BB4 CHISEC _ 
CISREGARCING CELL 13 &~ER~GE KL = .00047859 CHISEC 

LICUIC Fll~ ~ASS TRANSFER COEFFIClENfS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 1 • 2 • 3 • 4 • 
• • • •• • 
o·lt;3fE-04 ..,- 4.2BE-J4 o 4.-16E-C4 * 3.70E-04 o 

• • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
o 5o 6 o 1 • B o . . . .. . . .- .. 

o 5.1~E-C4 t 4.65E-04 o 4.97E-04 o 4.05E-04 o 
- ------------------.-------. ---.------- --- --. -.-. ----· -- -----.----

···························*················· - 0 9 . • 10 • ll • 12 • 

• • • • • 
• 5.o•re:.o4 .--4~9TE-o4 • 4.9'1E-o4 • 4.ttE-04 • 
• 0 • Cl • 

••u•• • •·n• untu.-o·•uu u•• h •••••• • • .,-..... ---- ·· 
• 13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • . . .• . . 
0 B.l~E-04 t 5.84E·04 * 6.04E-04 * 5.24E-04 o . . . -· .. . . 
to••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

-~- --.-................. -•••••• -. 0 ·-· ..... u •••• *.' ..... ~~-
CALCULaJEC RESULTS 

CRlS~CF NO. = 2.3l618E.09 
SCH~ICT ~0.= 651.3 

-It E f ~ C L D s· t\0 • = 3 6 • L 2 2 4 
FREE CONV. KL = 4.72375E~04 CH'SEC 

-----·· FtRCec- c·c-~.fV-:-KL -;·---l.59LI5E-CPt- CMf_S_E_c 
CC~ei~EC KL = 4.96453E-04 CHfSEC 
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·-r~BLE-1 ICONf.l. 

PU~ ~C. 3 

ECFERI~E~Tll RESCLrs· 

FLOW R HE =280 .0 MCL IMIN -
FEED CCNCENTRAT(ON = t.OOOQO MIL 

CELL CCNC. MIL UO CHISEC 
1 .03856 -~~001921- . 

RO SECICM RL SECICM KL CMISEC 
5189'.86 --2399.86 ~0004167 

2 .03844 .0001921 5206.39 2416.39 .000413B 
3 .03840 .0001919 52~1.92 2421.92 .000412~ 
~. .03640 ,0001817 5503.97 2713.91 ,0003685 
5 .0~244 .0002125 4705.93 1915.93 .0005219 
6 .04044 .0002023 4943.79 2153.79 .0004643 
1 ;041BB ,000209~ 4770.24 1980.24 .0005050 
8 .03~00 .0001949 5130.15 2340.15 .0004273 
9 .04652 .0002334 4284.11 1494.11 .0006693 

10 .04168 .0002086 4793.~3 2003.63 .0004991 
11 .04372 .0002191 4565.12 1715.12 .0005633 
12 .03988 .0001994 5014.66 2224.66 .0004495 
13 .05260 .0002658 3762.22 972.22 .0010286 
14 ,C4600 .0002307 4333.72 1543.72 .0006478 
15 .046~2 .• 0002324 
16 ,04616 .0002316 

4303.06 1513.06 .000~619 
431B.i3 1528.33 ,0006543 

a~ERlGE KL : .CC054395 CMISEC 
tiSREG~RClNG CELL 13 ~VER~GE Kl = .OJ051165 CMISEC 

LICUIC Fll~ ~ASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENfS 

*··~·························~·················· 
·····························~··············· •• 2. 3. 4. 

• • • • • 
t 4.17E-04 * 4.14E-04 * 4.13E-04 t 3.6BE-04 * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 5 • 6 • ·-1 • 8 • .. • • • • • 5.22E·04 • 4.64E-04 • 5.D5E-04 • 4.27E-04 • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
t 9 t 10 t 11 t 1Z t 

• • • • • 
t 6.~~E~a4 t 4.9~E-G4 t 5.63E-04 • 4.50E-04 * 
• • • • • 
·········~··································· • 13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 

• • • • • 
• 1.0~E-C3 t 6.4aE-04 o 6.61E-04 t 6.54E-04 * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

······································~········· CILCUL~TEC RESULfS 
GR~S~CF NO. = Z,23165Et09 
SCH~lDr NO.= 651.5 
PEt~CLCS ~0. =~6.0~17 
FREE CO~V. Kl • 4~6BJ51E-04 CM'SEC 
FCRCEC CCNV. Kl = L.5~100E-04 CMfSEC 

,. 
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The low Reynolds number and the fairly large ·concentrati.on differ

ence between the fluid at the membrane surface and the bulk solution led 

to the hypothesis that free convection had a large and possibly controlling 

influence in the transfer of solute through the liquid phase adjacent to 

the membrane. By the use of the established correlation for liquid phase 

free convection (25), (kl.Avx)/D = 0.66(ScGr)
1

/
4 

, and average value of k
1 

was calculated as though there were no forced convection present (see 

Appendix D). The average calculated value was found to be 4.70 x 10-
4 

em/sec, 

as compared to an average experimental value of 4.87 x 10-
4 

em/sec. Thip 

would seem to indicate that free convection has overwhelming control in the 

liquid phase mass transfer. However, if the transfer coefficient for laminar 

forced convection is calculated it is found that it is not negligible. 

Using the correlation (klA d )/D = 1.615[Pe(d )/x]
1

/ 3 , for flat ducts (26), 
v w . -4 w 

the value of k
1 

is f~mnd to be l. 58 X 10 em/ sec. Van Der Hegge Zijnen 

(27) suggests that the two mechanisms of mass transfer are not additive but 

that the total mass transfer is the vectorial sum of the free and the forced 

convection. If the two values of the coefficients are added in this manner 

the result is klA. 4.97 X 10~ 4 em/sec as compared t::> the experimental 
v 4 

value of kl.Av = 4.87 X 10- em/sec. When it was noted how well the experi-

mental values compared with the calculated values an attampt was made to 

determine the range in which this agreement is obtained. The results of 

these experiments are summarized in Table 2. It must be kept in mind that 

the values presented here are average values for the whole membrane area. 

It was found for runs at the same flow conditions that the results could 

·be repeated within 5%. Therefore, the results presented in Table 2 do not 

include duplicate runs. 

The value of diffusivity, D , used in the above correlations, was 

obtained from the arithmetic average film concentration. However, since 

the diffusion coefficient of NaCl is _not strongly dependent upon c~ncentra

tion for the concentration range of interest, a mean value of the diffusivity 

was obtained and used in all subsequent calculations . 
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TABLE 2 

RUN NO. 4 

EXPERIME~TAL RESULTS 

FLOW RATE =120.0 ML/MIN 
FEED CJNCENTRATIO~ = .10000 M/L 

CELL CONC. MIL UJ CM/SEC RO SE:/CM ~L SEC/:14 
1 .00293 • 00)145 7 S962.7J 4372.70 
2 .00288 .00)1432 &983.63 4193.63 
3 .00301 • OOJ 1498 6677.56 3R87.5S 
4 .00286 .00)1422 7031.1~ 4243.19 
5 .00326 ·.00)1624 6157.57 3367.57 
6 .00309 .00)1538 6502.01 3712.01 
1 .00311 .00)1548 6459.53 3669.53 
8 .00299 .OOJ1487 6722.92 3932.92 
9 .00376 .00)1878 5325.01 2535.01 

10 .00352 .OOJL756 5695.12 21Q5.12 
11 .JJ316 .00)1573 6355.69 3565.69 
12 .00303 .00)1508 SS32.AO 3842.~3 
13 .JJ418 .00)2092 4779.57 1989.57 
14 .00361 .00)1802 5550.56 276J.5S 
15 .00358 .0001786 5597.94 2837.94 
16 .00342 .)0)1705 5864.67 3)74.67 

AVERAGE <L = .00031598 C~/SE: 
DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE {L = .00029287 C"'/SE: 

LIQUIO FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
**************************•********************* 
******************************************•** * 1. 2. 3. 4. 
* • • * • 
* 2.46E~04 * 2.38E-04 • 2.57E-04 * 2.36E-04 * 
* * • * • 
********************************************* 
• 5 * 6 • 7· • 8 • 

• • • • • * 2.97E-04 * 2.69E-04 * 2.73F-04 * 2.54E-04 * 
• • • • • 
********************************************* 
• 9 * 10 • 11 * 12 • 
* • • • • 
* 3.94E-04 * 3.44E-04 * 2.30E-04 * 2.60E-04 * 
• * • • • 
··························~··~·····~········· • 13 • 14 * 15 * 16 • 
• • • • • * 5.03E-04 * 3.62E-04 * 3.56E-04 * 3.25E-04 * 

• • • 
•••• * **** * •• *** * *** •• ** **** ••• ****** •••• ** * •• 

************************************************ 
CALCULATED RESULTS 

GRASHOF NJ. = 3.247~7E+08 
SCHMIDT N1.= 627.5 
~EYNDLDS NO. =15.9535 
FREE CONV. KL : 2.A~385=-04 C~/SEC 

FORCED CONV. KL = 1.lq714E-04 C~/SEC 
CG"'BINEn KL = 3.1039~E-l4 C~/SEC 

KL :11/SEC 
.1002455 
.1002385 
.)~02572 

.)002357 

.)002970 

.)002694 

.)00?725 

.)002543 

.)0039~5 

• J003442 
.)002805 
• )0026)2 
• )005026. 
• l:lOlSU 
• l0035S 1 
.)003252 

,, 

..;•: 
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TABLE 2 ICONT • .t 

RJN NO. 5 

EXPERIMENTAL R~SULTS 

FLOW RATE =300.0 MLIMI~ 
fEED CJ~CE~TRATIO~ = .10000 MIL 

CELl CO~C. MIL UJ :MISE: 
1 .00336 .00)1675 
2 .00329 .OOJ1639 
3 .00312 .00)1553 
~ .00315 .OOJ1568 
5 .00404 .00)2021 
6 .00350 .00)1746 
7 .00336 .00)1675 
a .oo3t8 .ooJ1584 
9 .00465 .00)2333 

10 .00425 .00)2128 
11 .00353 .00)1761 
12 .00326 .00)1624 
13 .00470 .00)2359 
14 .00384 .00)1919 
15 ~00382 .0001908 
16 .00378 .00)1688 

AVERAGE <L = .00039477 C~ISE: . 

RQ SE:/CM ~L S~:1:~ 

5971.24 3181.24 
6100.48 3310.48 
6438.5) 3648.5) 
6376.20 358S.20 
4948.78 2158.78 
5728.26 2938.2S 
5971.24 3181.2~ 
6315.07 3525.07 
4286.00 14~6.00 

4699.14 1909.14 
5678.70 2888.70 
6157.57 3367.57 
4239.30 144~.30 
5211.92. 2421.92 
5239.75 244~.75 
5296.29 2506.29 

DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE <L = .00037509 C"11SE: 

liQUID FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
************************************************ 
********************************************* 
• 1. 2 * 3. 4 * 
• • * • • 
* 3.14E-04 * 3.02E-04 * 2.74E-04 * 2.79E~04 * • * - • • • 
····~················~·········•i•••********* * 5. 6. 7 Or 8. 
• • * * * 
* 4.63E-04 * 3.40E-04 * 3.14E-04 * 2.84E-O~ * 
* • • * • 
********************************************* 
• 9 • 10 • 11 • 12 • • * * • • • 6.68E-04 * 5.24E-04 • 3.4oE-04 * 2. •HE-04 * • • * • • 
********************************************* 
• 13 * 14 • 1 ~- • 16 * 
• * * • • * 6.90E-04 * 4.13E-04 * 4.08E-04 * 3.99E-04 * 
• * • Or * 
********************************************* 

************************************************ 
CALCULATED RESULTS 

GRASHOF NO. = 2.89914E+J8 
SCHMIDT NO.= 627.6 
REYNOLDS NO. =39.8725 
FREE CONV. KL = 2.78382:-04 CM/SEC 
F~RCED CONV. Kl = l.~24~2E-04 C~/SEC 
COMBINED Kl = 3.22300E-J4 CMI~Et 

KL :MISEC 
.0003Ft3 
.J003021 
.)002741 
.)0027'18 
.J004~32 
• )003403 
.J003143 
• )002837 
.Jooo~84 
.J005238 
• )0034~2 
.J002970 
• )006900 
.)004129 
.J004082 
.)003990 

' . ~ j 
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TABLE 2 !CONT.) 

RJN NO. t, 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

FLJW RATE =750.0 ~L/MIN 
FEED CJNCENTRATIO~ = .10000 M/L 

CELL CDNC. M/L UJ CM/SEC 
.00)2128 
.00)2164 

~0 SE:/C~ RL s2:1:~ ~L :~/SEC 
1 .0:>425 4t,99.14 1909.14 .)005238 
2 .00432 4621.32 1831.32 .)005461 
3 .00410 • 00)205 i 4874.85 2Jg4.85 .J004797 
4 .00391 • 00)1954 

.00)2431 

.OOJ2108 

5116.76 2326.7~ .)004298 
5 .00484 4113.68 1323.68 .)007555 
6 .00421 ~744.77 195~.77 .)005116 
7 .00368 • 00)1837 5443.02 2653.02 .)003769 
8 .00392 • 00) 1959 

.00)2446 

.00)2256 

.00)1903 
• 00)1878 
.00)2488 
.00)2000 
':100)2046 
.ooH975 

5103.44 2313.44 .):))4323 
9 .00487 4087.70 1297.70 .)007706 

10 .00450 4432.32 1642.32 .J006089 
11 ~00381 5253.77 2463.77 .J004059 
12 .00376 5325.01 2535.01 .)003945 
13 .00495 4019.96 1229.~6 .)008130 
14 .00400 4999.31 2209.31 .J004526 
15 .00409 4887.02 2097~02 .)004769 
16 .00395 5063.90 2273.90 .)004398 

AVERAGE <L = .00052610 C~/SE: 
DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE <L = .00050698 C~/SE: 

LIQUID FILM MASS T~ANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
·······················•••t••••***************** 
********************************************* 
• 1. 2. 3. 4. 

• • • • • 
• 5.24E-04 * 5.46E-04 * 4.~0E-04 * 4.30E-04 * 
• • • • • 
********************************************* 
• 5. 6. 7. 8. 

• • • • • * 7.55E-04 * 5.12E-04 * 3.77E-04 * 4.32E-04 * 
Or • .. • • 

**********'********•••························ 
to 9 * lO * · 11 * 12 * 
• • • • • • 1. 71E-04 • 6.09E-04 • 4.06E-04 • 3 .. 94E-O~ * • * • * • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 13 • 14 ' 1.5 • 16 • • • • • • • 8.13E-04 * 4.53E-04 0: 4. 77E-04 * 4.40E-O~ • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

*************************•···~················~· 
CALCULATED RESULT$ 

GRASHOF. NO. = 2.48141E+08 
SCHMIDT NJ.= 627.7 
REYNOLDS NJ. =99.b481 
FREE CONV. ~L : 2.67775=-04 CM/SE: 
FORCED CDNV. KL = 2.203~3E-04 C~/SEC 
COMBINED KL • 3.46710E-J4 CM/SE: 

,"" 
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TABLE 2 ICONT.I 

R~N NO. 7 

EX~ERIMENTAL RESULTS 

FLOW RATE =108.0 ML/MIN 
FEED .CONCENTRATIO'<I = 1.JOOOO M/L 

CELL CONC. MIL UJ CM/SEC RO SE:/CM lL SECt:" 
l .036,10 .00)1802 5550.56 2160. s; 
2 .03640 .00)1817 5503.97 2113.97 
3 .03600 .00)1797 5566.27 271!>.21 ,. .03500 .OOH 746 5728.26 2938.26 
5 • ()JJ!60 .00)1980 5050.85 2260. ~5 
6 .04010 .OOJ2J05 4986.58 2196.58 
7 .04040 .00)2021 4948 .. 78 2158.78 
8 .03845 .OOJi921 5205.01 2ft15.01 
9 .04110 .00)2056 ft862.74 2072. 71+ 

10 .04135 .00)2069 4832.11 2)42.71 
11 .04065 .00)2033 4917.71 Z1Z7.11 
12 .03835 .OOJ1916 5218.85 2428.85 
13 .04510 .00)2261 H22.27 1632.27 
l't .04350 .00)2179 4588.13 1 H8.13 
15 • 04-32 5 • 00)2166 4615.86 1825.6!> 
16 .04150 .00)2077 4814. 87' 20H. 87 

AVERAGE KL = .00045437 C'1/SE: 
DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE <L = .00044382 C'1/SE: 

LIQUID FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 1 * 2 • 3 • 4 • • • • • • • 3.62E-04 • 3.68E-04 * 3.!>0E-04 • 3.40E-O~ • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 5. 6. 7. 8. 
• • 0 • • 

* 4.42E-04 * 4.55E-04 * 4.!>3E-04 * 4.14E-O~ * 
• • •• • • 
·····················4······················· • 9 * 10 • ll • 12 • 
• • • • • * 4.82E-04 * 4.90E-04 * 4.70E-04 * 4.12E-04 * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 13 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 
• • • • • * 6.13E-04 * 5.56E-04 * 5.48E-04 * 4.94E-04 * 
• • • • • 
···~········································· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

CALCULATED RESULTS 
GRASHOF NO. = .2.41252E+09 
SCHMIDT NJ.= 651.0 
REYNOLDS NO. =13.9437 
FREE CONV. KL = 4.77159=-04 CM/SEC 
FQRCED CONV. KL = 1~15874E-04 C~/SEC 
COMBI~EO KL = 4.9l027E-J4 C~/SEC 

KL :M/SEC 
.JOJH22 
• J003M5 
.)0036)2 
• JOOH03 
.JOOft423 
.)004553 
.·)004632 
.J004H1 
.)004825 
.)004695 
.J004-7JO 
.)004-117 
.)006126 
.)005559 
• J005H7 
• )004939 



RUN NO. 8 

EXPERIMENTAl RESULTS 
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TABLE 2 ICONT.t 

FLOW RATE =370.0 ML/MIN 
FEED CJNCENTRATIO~ = 1.)0000 M/L 

CELL CONC. MIL UJ CM/SEC RO SE:ICM . ~L SE:t:~ 
·1 .o384o ;ooJ1919 s211.92 -z,2t.92 

2 .03920 .00)1959 5103.44 2313.44 
3 .03936 .0001968 5082.28 2292.28 
~ .03684 .00)1839 5437.00 2647.0) 
5 .04348 .00)2178 4590.89 1800.89 
6 .04212 .00)2109 4742.47 1952.47 
7 .~4172 .00)2088 - "H88.93 1998~93 
8 .03948 .00)1974 5066.52 2276.52 
9 .04748 .00)2384 4195;4D 1405.40 

10 .04140 .00)2072 4826.75 2035.75 
11 .04200 .00)2102 4756.32 1956.32 
12 .03928 .JOJ1964 5092.84 2302.84 
13 .05120 ~~0)2575 3883.03 1093.03 
14 .04440 .00)2225 4493.62 1703.62 
15 .04452 .00)2232 4481.23 1691.23 
16 .04268 .00)2137 4678.89 1888.89 

AVERA~E <L = .00052713 C~/SE: 
DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE <L = .00050128 CM/SE: 

L[QUIO FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
**************************•****************•* 
• 1 $ 2 * 3 $ 4 * 
0 • • • $ 

* 4.13E-04. * 4. 32E-04 * 4.36E-.04 * 3. 78E-04 * 
tit ' * • . • * 
********************************************* 
(l 5 * 6 * 7 * 8 • 

• • • • * 5.55E-04 * 5.12E-04 * 5.00E-04 * 4.39E-04 * 
• • * * • 
********************************************* 
(l 9 * 10 * ll * 12 • 
" * * • • * 7.t2E~04 * 4.91E-04 * 5.09E-04 * 4.34E-04 * 
• # * $ • 

********************************************* 
0< 13 * 14 * 15 • 16 • 
• • • • • * 9ol5E-04 * 5.87E-04 * S.~lE-04 * 5.29E-04 * 
• • • • * 
********************************************* 

****************************#******************* 
CALCULATED RESULTS 

G~ASHOF NO. = 2.25745E+J9 
SCHMIDT NO.= 651.4 
~EVNOLDS NO. =47.7105 
FREE CONV. KL : 4.69384=-04 CM/SEC 
FORCED CONV. KL = 1.74578E-04 C~/SEC 
COMBINED KL = 5.00798E-J4 CM/SE: 

Kl C"4/SE: 
• l00ftl29 
.:>004323 
• J004352 
.:>003778 
.1005553 
.:>005122 
.J005003 
• JOOBH 
.:>007115 
.)004910 
.:>005086 
.)004342 
.)009149 
.)005870 
.JOOH13 
.:>005294 
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TABLE 2 (CONT.) 

RJN NO. 9 

EXPERrMENTAL RE~ULTS 

FLOW RAtE =710.0 ~l/MIN 
FEED CONCENTRATION = 1.~0000 M/L 

CELL CONC. M/L UJ CM/SEC 
1 .o4360 ··· -;-oo)2U34 · 
2 .04240 .00)2123 
3 .04012 .00)2006 
4 .04076 • 00)2039 
5 .04832 .00)2427 
6 .04188 .00)2096 
7 .04160 .00)2082 
8 .04160 .00)2082 
9 .05128 .ciOJ2579 

10 .04312 .OOJ2160 
11 .04280 .OOJ2143 
12 .04056 .00)2029 
13 .05320 .. .00)2679 
14 .04560 .OOJ2287 
15 .04600 .00)2307 
16 .04520 .00)2266 

AVERAGE <L = .00060497 C~/SE: 

RD SE:/CM RL SE:I:~ 
4577.97 1787.97 
4710.47 192~.47 
4984.04 219~.04 

4904.16 2114.16 
4120.66 133~.66 
4770.24 198~.24 

4S03.05 2013.05 
4803.05 2013.05 
3876.81 1086.81 
4630.09 1840.09 
4~65.48 1875.48 
4928.85 2138.85 
3733.15 943.15 
4372.64 1582.64 
4333.72 1543.72 
4412.25 1622.25 

DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE ~L = .00057461 CM/SE: 

LIQUID FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS .................................................. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 1 • 2 ~ 3 • 4 • 
• • • • • * 5.59E-04 * 5.21E-04 * 4.56E-04 * 4.73E-04 * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 5. 6. 7. 8. 

• • • • • * 7.52E-04 * 5.05E-04 * 4.~7E-04 * 4.97E-04 * • • • • •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 9 • 10 • . 11 * 12 • 
• • • • • * 9.20E-04 * 5.43E-04 * 5.33E-04 * 4.68E-O' * 
• • * • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 13 • 14 • .15 • 16 • 
• • • • • * 1.06E-03 * 6.32E-04 * 6 •• 8E-04 * 6.16E~~4 * 
• • • • • .............................................. ................................................. 

CALCULATED RESULTS 
GRASHOF NO. = ·2. 08 782E+09 
SCHMIDT NO.= 652.0 
REYNOLDS NO. =91.4269 
FREE CDNV. KL = 4.60396=-04 CM/SEC 
FORCED CONV. KL = 2.16852E-04 C~/SEC 
CJMSINED KL = 5.08910E-J4 CM/SEC 

KL CM/SEC 
.)005593 
.)005207 
.)004558 
• J004730 
.)007515 
.)005~50 
.)004968 
.)004'168 
• )0092~1 
.J005B5 
.)005332 
.J004!>75 
.J0106H 
.J006319 
.0006478 
.)006164 
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TABLE 2 ICONT.I 

RJN NO.· 10 

EXPERIMENT.L RESULTS 

FLOW RATE =108.0 ~L/MIN 
FEED CONCENTRATJO~ = 2.00000 M/L 

CELL CONC. H/l Uj CM/SEC 
.00)1937 
.00)1942 
.00)1975 
.OOJ 1873 
.00)2115 
.00)2141 
.00)2136 
.00)2005 
.00)2187 
.00)2197 
.00)2159 
.00)2018 
.00)2385 

RO SE:/CM RL SE:t:~ KL :M/SEC 
1 • 07750 5163.91 2373.91 .)004212 
2 .07770 5150.35 2360.35 .)004237 
3 .07900 5063.90 2273.90 .)0043~8 

~ .07500 5339.49 25~9.49 .)003922 
5 .08450 4727.56 1937.5~ .)005161 
6 .08550 4671.06 1881.0~ .)005316 
7 .08530 4682.25 1892.25 .)005285 
8 .08020 4986.58 2196.58 .)004553 
9 .08730 4572.61 1782.61 .)005~10 

10 .08770 4551.28 17~1.28 .)005~78 

11 .08620 4632.28 . 1842.28 .)005428 
'12 .08070 
13 .09500 
14 .09600 
15 .08980 
16 .08820 

AVERAGE <L = .00052949 C~/SE: 

.00)2410 

.OOJ2251 

.0002210 

~955.0!t 

4193.59 
4148.82 
4442 •. 43 
4524.89 

DISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE <L = .00051729 CM/SE: 

21>5.0!t 
HH. 59 
1358.82 
1652.43 
1734.89 

LIQ~IO FILM MASS .TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
0 l • 2 • 3 • 4 * 
* * • * • * 4.21E-04 * 4.24E-04 * 4.40E-04 * 3.92E-04 * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 5 • 6 • 7 • 8 • 
$ • • • • 

o 5~16E-04 * 5.32E-04 * 5.28E-04 * 4.55E-04 * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 9 • 10 • 11 • 12 * 
'* • • • • • 5.61E-04 • 5.68E-04 • 5.43E-04 • 4.62E-04 • • • • • • 
$**********************•····················· 
• 13 * 14 • 15 • 16 • 

• * 7.12E-04 * 7.36E-04 * 6.05E-04 * 5.76E-O~ * 
$ • * • • 
********************************************* 

************************************************ 
CALCJLATED RESULTS 

GRASHOF NO. = 3.97406E+J9 
SCHMIDT NO.= 678.4 
REYNOLDS NJ. =13.4699 
FREE CONV. KL = 5.4~176:-04 CM/SEC 
FORCED ~ONV. KL • ·1.1~132E-04 C~/SEC 
Cti~BINED ~L = 5.583~6E-J4 CM/SE: 

.JOOH19 
• )007125 
• )001359 
.::!006052 
.)005764 

. ; 
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TABLE 2 (CONT.J 

.~N NO. 11 

XPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

FLOW RATE =280.0· ML/MIN 
FEED CONCENTRATIO~ = 2.JOOOO M/l 

CELL :oNC. M/L UJ CM/SEC Ro sE:tc~ ~L sE:t:~ 
1 .08052 .00)2014 4966.35 2176.35 
2 .07928 .JOJ1982 5045.65 2255.55 
3 .07964 .OOJ1991 5022.37 2232.37 
~ .07780 .00)1944 5143.60 2353.60 
5 ~08844 .OOJ2216 4512.33 1722.33 
6 .08844 .00)2216 4512.33 1722.33 
7 .08560 .OOJ2l43 4665.48 1875.48 
8 .07960 .0001990 50i4.95 2234.95 
9 .09320 .OOJ2338 4276.58 1486.58 

10 .09760 .OOJ2452 4079.11 1289.11 
11 .08800 .00)2205 4535.41 1745.41 
12 .08320 .00)2082 ~803.05 2013.05 
13 .J9892 .00)2486 ~023.29 1233.29 
14 .09480 .00)2379 4202.65 1412.65 
15 .09288 .OOJ2330 ~291.67 1501.67 
16 .09200 .00)2307 4333.72 1543.72 

AVERAGE <L = .00057925 C~/SE: 
tlSREGAROING CELL 13 AVER~GE <L = .00055381 C~/SE: 

.IQUID FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFiCIENTS 

····~··········································· ********************************************* 
Cr 1. 2. 3. 4. 
• • • • • * 4.59E-04 * 4.43E-04 * 4.~8E-04 * 4.25E-O~ * 
• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 5 • 6 • 7· • 8 • 

• • • • 
• 5.81E-04 * 5.81E-04 * 5.33E-04 * 4.47E-O~ * 

• • • • 
·················~························~·· • 9 • 10 .. ll * 12 • 

• • • • • * 6. 73E-04 * 7.76E-04 * 5.73E-04 * 4.97E-04 * 
• • • • • 
********************************************* 
• 13 * 14 • ~ 5 • 16 • 
• • * • • 
* 8.11E-04 * 7.08E-04 * 6.S6E-04 * 6.48E-04 * 
• • • • • 
********************************************* 

*********************************************"** 
CALCULATED RESULTS 

GRASHOF NO. = 3. 776!>4E+O 9 
SCH~IOT NO~· 679.1 
~EYNOLOS NO. =34.8582 
FREE CONV. KL = 5.39412=-04 CM/SEC 
FORCED CONV. KL = 1.594t9E-04 C~/SEC 
COMBlNED KL = 5.62485E-J4 CM/SEC 

Kl :M/SEC 
• JOOH'15 
.JOOH33 
.)004480 
.J0042~9 

.)0058)6 

.)0058)6 

.)005332 

.)004474 

.)006727 

.)007757 

.)005729 

.JOOH68 

.J008108 

.)007079 

.J006S59 

.J006H8 
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TABLE 2 ICONT.t 

RJN NO. 12 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

FLOW RATE •710~0 ML/MIN 
FEED CONCE~TRATION • 2.30000 M/L 

CELL CONC. M/L UJ CM/SEC 
1 .08000 .00~2000 

2 .08020 .00)2005 
3 .07720 .00)1929 
4 .07500 .00)1873 
5 .09000 .00)2256 
6 .08530 .OOJ2136 
7 .08350 .00)2090 
8 .07950 .0001988 
9 .09650 .OOJ2423 

10 .09650 .OOJ2423 
ll .08680 .OOJ2174 
12 .08220 .00)2056 
13 .10010 .00)2516 
14 .09110 .OOJ2284 
15 .09100 .00)2282 
16 .08710 .00)2182 

AVERAGE <L = .00056208 C~/SE: 

RO SE:/CM Rl SECt:~ 
4999.31 22~9.31 

4986.58 2196.58 
5184.38 2394.38 
5339.49 2549.49 
4432.32 1642.32 
4682.25 1892.25 
4785~42 1995.42 
5031.40 2241.40 
4126:~9 1336.79 
4126.79 1336.79 
4599.55 1809.55 
4862.74 2072.74 
3974.64 1184.64 
4377.55 1587.55 
4382.48 1592.48 
4583.35 1793.35 

OISREGARDING CELL 13 AVERAGE ~L = .00054327 CM/SE: 

LIQUID FILM MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••·••••••••••••••eo·••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 1. 2. 3. 4. 

• • • • • * 4.53E-04 * 4.55E-04 • 4.18E~04 * 3.92E-04 * 
• • • $ • ................................................ 
• 5. 6. 1. 8. 

• • • • • * 6.09E-04 * 5.28E-04 * 5.01E-04 * 4.46E-04 * 
• • • • • ............................................... 
• 9 • 10 • 11 • 12 • 
• * • • • 
* 7.48E-04 * 7.4BE-04 • 5.53E-04 * 4.82E-04 * . . " . . 
***************•····························· • 11 • 14 • 15 • 16 • 
• • • • • * B.44E-04 * 6.30E-04 * 6.28E-04 * 5.5BE-04 * 
• • • • • .............................................. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALCULATED RESULTS 

GRASHOF NO. ~ 3.861ZlE+J9 
SCHMIDT NO.= 676.8 
REYNOLDS ~05 =88.4597 
FREE CONV. KL = ·5. 423421:-04 CM/SEC 
FORCED CO~V. KL " 2.17386E-04 C~/SEC 
COM81NEO KL = 5.84288E-J4 C~/SEC 

KL CM/SEC 
.)004526 
.J004553 
.)004176 
• J003922 
• )006069 
.)005285 
.()005011 
.)004462 
.)0074~1 
.)007461 
.)005526 
.)00~625 

• J006H1 
.J006299 
.J00b280 
.J005576 

I 
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In general the experimental.values and the values calculated from 

the correlations are in good agreement. It is felt that the discrepancies 

at the higher flow rates are a result of a distortion of the velocity pro

file in the cell (runs 6,9 and 12). This is especially noticeable for run 

no. 6 at 710 ml/min and 0.1 M/1 feed concentration. The distortion of the 

velocity profile is caused by the increased flow rate up the left side of 

the cell. In this case the assumption of uniform flow in a rectangular 

channel is not valid. Along with the other values presented in Tables 1 

and 2 it will be noticed that there is a grid with the liquid phase mass 

transfer· coefficients displayed in the box corresponding to the appropriate 

cell. The inlet and outlet are at cells 13 and 4 respectively. The mass 

transfer is higher in the cells near the entrance and falls off with dis

tance from the entrance. The drop with increasing height is to be expected 

from the free convection correlation. However, the mass transfer coef

ficient, which should be constant in each row of cells, is seen to drop off 

from left to right. This is the effect of feeding in at one corner and 

withdrawing at the other. At high flow rates the fluid tends to channel 

up the side of the cell containing the feed port, introducing secondary 

flows into the cell, which are not included in the assumption of unifonn 

flow in a rectangular channel. The effect of these secondary flows is to 

increase the mass transfer coefficients more for the stirred cells on the 

left side of the membrane more than for those elsewhere in the apparatus. 

The effect is not as noticeable at lower flow rates, which is the case of 

most interest. For example compare runs 6, 9, and 12 with runs 4, 7, and 

10. At the lower flow rates the effect is also somewhat cancelled out by 

taking an overall average. The agreement between the caiculated combined 

liquid phase mass transfer coefficient and the experimental average at the 

lOv!er flow rates appears to justify the use of a parabolic velocity profile 

in the cell for calculation of the forced convection contribution to the 

overall liquid phase mass transfer coefficient. 
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B. Use of Varying Concentrations in Grashof Number 

In all the previous calculations. of .. the average mass transfer co

efficient an assumption inherent in the use of the free convection correl

ation was. that the concentration of NaCl at the membrane surface was con

stant over the whole surface of the membrane. This is noc actually the 

case as will be shO"!fi by examining a typical set of data (Run No. l from 

Table 1). The average value of l/k1 for the top row of cells (l-4) is 

2520 sec/em. The average value of l/k1 for the bottom row of cells (13-

16), excluding the value of l/k1 for cell 13, is 1710 sec/em. The average 

l/K is found to be 5320 and 4450 sec/em for the top and bottom rows reo-
o 

pectively. For the top row the 6C through the liquid film is: 2520/5320 

o.L~75 of the total 6C For the bottom row the 6C is 1710/4450 = 0.384 

of the total 6C . If the overall concentration difference across the mem-

brane is l.O M/l 
/ 

the concentration at the top and bottom of the membrane 

will be 0.525 M/l and o;6l6 M/l respectively. The concentration differ

ence between the bulk solutions and the membrane surface is reflected most 

strongly in the Grashof number ([p
0

- pi) appears in the numerator) which 

appears in the expression for k
1 

to the l/4 power. The ratio of (p
0 

-

P ) /(p - p ) is found to be 1.09. If the fourth root of this 
i top o i bottom 

value is taken the result is l.b2, which indicates how much the different 

concentrations at the top and bottom of the membrane affect the calculated 

mass transfer coefficient. From the above we may draw the conclusion that 

the assumption of constant concentration at the membrane-solution interface 

does not result in serious error. 

C. Validity of Vectorial Addition 

As a check on the valiqity of vectorial addition an attempt was made 

to ·arrive at a value for the combined free and forced convection mass trans-

fer coefficient by an independent method. To accomplish this the approach 

made by. Wilke, Tobias, and Eisenberg for free convection mass transfer at 

vertical plates (25) was altered to take into account the parabolic velocity 
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profile for forced convection. The following equation was obtained: 

k lAvg 
D l/4 - o.66(ScGr) + 

l.45UAv(ScGr)-l/2x2 

b 
X . 

where D is the diffusivity 

X is vertical distance up membrane 

b is depth of flow channel (see Fig. 6) 

u· 
Av 

is the average bulk flow velocity through cell 

The primary assumption was that the two velocity profiles, for free and 

forced convection were arithmetically additive. The basis for the use of 

this assumption is given by Acrivos (28). The derivation of this equation 

is given in Appendix E. If the values for a particular run (No. l from 

Table l) are substituted into this equation the value of klAv is found 

to be 4.9 x 10-
4 

em/sec, the same value as that obtained for vectorial addi

tion of the two mass transfer coefficients. 

D. Runs with High Concentration Drop Through Ceil 

Up to this point the analysis has been directed toward situation!:'i 

in which the concentration change in the NaCl stream as it passes through 

the dialyzer is small. This does not correspond to any important industrial 

case. The purpose of using dialysis in a particular application is to 

lower the concentration of one or more components in the stream being di9.lyzed 

(19, 15, 21). It can be seen that it w::mld be of more interest to study the 

case of appreciable concentration drop through the cell. 

To begin this study two runs.were made in which the outlet stream 

concentration was considerably lower than the inlet concentration. The 

results of these runs are presented in Table 3. A plot of the variation 

of outlet concentration with time is given in Fig. 8. As can be seen the 
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Table 3. Runs at Low Flow Rate 

Flow rate of NaCl solution -- 6.0 ml/min 
Samples taken from compartmented section at 140 min 

Cell Concentration 

1 0.0540 M/1 
2 0.0535 
3 0.0537 
4 0.0523 
5 o.o64o 
6 o.o646 
7 0.0645 
8 0.0630 
9 0.0751 

10 0.0760 
11 0.0760 
12 0.0740 
13 0.0930 
14 0.0955 
15 0.0952 
16 0.0925 
Avg concentration -- 0.0715 

Effluent Concentration 

1.0 M/1 
0.725 
0.602 
0.525 
0.471 
0.450 
0.420 
0.405 
0.390 
0.375 
0.370 
0.355 

Time 

0 min 
15 
30 
45 
6o 
66 
77 
85 
95 

107 
120 
140 
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Table 3. Runs at Low Flow Rate (Cont.) 

Flow rate -- 6.0 ml/min 

Effluent Concentration 

l.O M/l 
0.643 
0.550 
0.440 
0.405 
0.390 
0.372 
0.353 
0.360 
0.355 

. o.)6o 
0.365 

\ 

Time 

0 min 
25 
40 
70 
85 
95 

120 
140 
165 
180 
190 
200 
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Fig. 8. Effluent concentration vs. time. 
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outlet stream concentration starts out at a high value and drops with 

time, eventually reaching a steady state value. This is a result of the 

method of operation of the apparatus. Initially in a run the stirred 

compartments are full of water and the front section is filled with l M 

NaCL Thus, at the beginning of a run the outlet stream concentration 

is essentially the same as that of the inlet stream. As mass transfer 

proceeds the system approaches an equilibrium state, shown by the 

levelling off of the curve in Fig. 8. This curve is a measure of how 

long it takes to establish a quasi-steady state in the membrane. For 

higher flow rates the. outlet concentration is higher and the times to 

reach an equilibrium are less (see Table 4). If the outlet concentration 

is only a couple of percent lower than the inlet CJncentration it may 

be seen that the time to reach a quasi-steady state in the membrane is 

only a minute or two if the same shape curve is assumed. Thus, it may 

be seen that the 50 minute times for the runs in Tables l and 2 were ade

quate to eliminate the effects of membrane transiency. A true equilibritL'll 

state will not be reached as the NaCl concentration in the stirred 

compartments is not constant. However, the concentration in the stirred 

compartments did not' change rapidly with time at times greater than 120 

minutes. This enables the outlet concentration at this time to be 

treated as a quasi-steady state value. 

The primary goal of this work was to be able to predict the con

centration of the outlet stream fr8m a dialyzer, knowing the concentration 

of the inlet stream, flow rate, membrane transport properties, and geom~ 

etry of the dialyzer. To achieve this goal it was decided to utilize the 

correlations discussed in section A of this chapter as they were found to 

be applicable to a dialysis system. A method developed to predict the 

experimental results is described below. 

The initial assumption was that the variation of bulk concentration 

in the flow side with membrane height was of a logarithmic form, that is, 

l~C 1 was· linearly related to membrane height. The basis for this assumption 

is given in Appendix F. The next assumption was that the average mass 



. Flow Rate 

Run No. I 

2.2 ml/min 

Run No. II 

~- 2 ml/min 

Run No. III 

8.0 ml/min 

Run No. IV 

22.0 ml/min 

Run No. v· 

50.0 ml/min 

.. 

Average 
Concentration 

of Rows 

l) 0.0625 M/l 
.· 2) 0.0835 

3) 0.1145 
4) 0.20 

l) 0.074 Mjl· 
2) 0.08 
3) 0.118 
4) 0.14 

l) 0.0315 M/l 
2) 0.036 
3) 0.0395 
4) 0.046 

~~ 0.050 M/1 
0.052 

3) 0.0545 
l~) 0.0585 

l) 0.0355 M/1 
2) 0.0397 
3) 0.04 
4) 0.0429 

Table 4 

Outlet Concentration 

Observed Calculated 

0.113 M/l 0.108 M/l 

0.372 M/l 0.392 M/l 

0. 457 M/l . 0. 446 M/l 

o. 720 M/l 0.738 M/l 

0.868 M/l 0.874 M/1 

Time to Reach 
Steady State 

340 min 

167 min 

65 min 

50 min 

50 min 
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transfer coefficient for an increment of height could be obtained by 

integration of the local mass transfer coefficient over that increment. 

For the free convection mass transfer coefficient, k == 0.50SD(ScGr)l/L1
, 

-l/ 4 lLoc x 
the value of k

1 
is dependent on x since 

Gr 
-p.)p'x3 

~ 

2 
1-L 

The x terms may be collected to give: 

k lLoc 
=: 

( 

( . ) 1 ) 1/4 0.5Q8D gPo - pi p 
X Sc 2 

1-L 

Normally this equation is integrated from x = 0 to 

X 
-l/4 

to obtain an 

average k;L over the whole surface. In this case, however, it was integrated 

from to to obtain an average value of over the incre-

ment. The expression obtained was: 

klAv ( 1) 

t 

This same procedure was followed with the forced convection mass transfer 

coefficient. The expression obtained for forced convection was: 

=: l. 615D(Re. Sc. 
d ,., (2) 
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The derivation of these equations appears in Appendix G. After suit

able values were substituted in these equations the two mass transfer 

coefficients were added vectorially to obtain a combined mass transfer 

coefficient. It was found that in the case of the low flow rates that 

the contribution of the forced convection was relatively unimportant. 

The correlations were originally developed for constant concentration in 

the bulk fluid and at the membrane surface) which is net the case here 

sin~e the bulk concentration changes considerably through the cell. What 
/ 

is done here is to assume that the distance effect in.the free convec-

tion is cumulative) as usual) but that the concentrations may be changed 

according to membrane height. While not rigorously correct) the results 

should prove useful. 

The procedure in making the calculations was as follows. First 

an outlet concentration was assumed. The outlet concentration was assumed 

to be the concentration at the top of the membrane. The concentration at 

the bottom of the membrane was assumed to be that of the inlet fluid. 

Then using the logarithmic variation with height an average bulk concentra

tion at the midpoint of each of the four increments of height was calculated. 

These increments corresponded to the height of each of the four rows of 

stirred cells. To use the equations described above the Grashof number 

must be calculated. Calculation of a Grashof number requires knowledge 

of the concentration at the membrane surface) which was not available. 

Thus) a trial and error solution had to be adopted to find the film mass 

transfer coefficients. First) a value of the film resistance was assumed. 

TheJ the concentration at the membrane surface was calculated by 

c mem = 

l 
k 

m 

assuming a constant membrane resistance as before. 
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From this value a Grashof number could be calculated1 enabling 

equations 1 and 2 to be used to obtain a combined film coefficient. The 

reciprocal of the film coefficient was compared with the assumed value 

of film resistance and if the two did not match a correction was made to 

the assumed value and the whole procedure repeated until they did match. 

The overall mass transfer coefficient was then calculated by: 1/k + 
l 

1/k = 1/K Using K the mass transferred thr',:>Ugh the membrane was 
m o o 

calculated by W = K
0

A(C
1 

- c2 ) . This was done for all four increments 

and the total mass transferred was obtained. A comparison was made be

tween this value and the total mass transferred obtained by a material 

balance on the dialyzed stream. If the difference was too great a correc

tion was made to the assumed value of the outlet concentration and the 

procedure repeated uptil the values were the same. It is seen that this 

is a double trial and error solution. Since hand calculation was felt to 

be too tedious a computer program for the CDC 6600 was written to carry 

out the calculations. A block diagram (Fig. 14) and a source listing of 

the program appear in Appendix H (program ONE). 

A comparison of the experimental results with the calculated re~ 
I 

sults was made by introducing the measured c2 values into the program 

enabling the driving force f::;r mass transfer (c
1 - c

2
L to be calculated 

accurately. From Table 3 the average concentration for the rows from top 

to bottom was 0.0535 1 0.0645 1 0.0755 1 and 0.0945 M/1 respectively at a tin1e 

of 140 minutes. At this time the experimental value of the outlet con

centration was 0.355 M/1. The calculated value was found to be 0.362 M/1. 

Because of the agreement between the experimental and calculated values 

runs were made at several other low flow rates to determine how well the 

experimental values and calculated values agreed over a range of flows. 

The results of these runs are summarized in Table 4. 

E. Use of Logarithmic Concentration Distribution 

As a method of checking the validity of using a logarithmic dis

tribution of the bulk concentration a way was devised to sample the fluid 
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at various heights in the cell. Holes were drilled in the apparatus 

enabling samples to be taken at various heights using a hypodermic needle 

and syringe. The arrangement of the holes and the sampling syringes are 

shown in Fig. 9. Samples were taken on several of the runs at 6.0 ml/min 

to check for reproducibility. Also the samples were taken at times such 

that the outlet concentrat~on was no longer changing with time. Some of 

the results are shown in Figs. 10-ll. In general the bulk c::l~ccentration 

was found to follow a logarithmic distribution. The concentration at the 

top did not always correspond to the concentration of the bulk fluid. It 

is believed that there is a thin layer of solution at the top of the cell 

which is fairly dilute in NaCl. The reason for this is that the solution 

outlet is located slightly below the top of the cell. When samples are 

taken the dilute solution may or may not be drawn into the syringe, caus

ing the discrepancies noted in the outlet C·::Jncentration. As this was just 

intended to be a check on the assumption of a logarithmic distribution of 

bulk concentration and not a complete study, it is felt that sufficient 

justificati:)n for the assumption was obtained. 

F. Water Transport in Dialysis 

Although the methcd used to calculate the mass transfer is nonri~orous 

it would appear to be useful as a method for predicting the performance of 

industrial dialyzers. Before discussing the application of this method, 

however, it would be well to examine the importance of solvent transport 

in dialysis. 

Writing the equation for dialysis as: 

= 

where CA is concentration of A in moles/ml 

vA' vB are partial molal volumes of components A and B. 
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If a ·quantity cpA . is introduced, 

., . ~ : 

then "(,' 

-. .: 

. . . ' ' . 

....... · .. 

Substituting into the. original equatioh gives! 

.. Rearranging gives: 
. ·. -~-

< N. 
. A 

~· . 

. ·.: 

.· dCA 
-DA.-.-. 

.. dy 
.... '•' 

dC. 
·' D A .. 

A·,ay . 
- .. ... . ------::~=----. (1 : . c~:A} 

··:tntegr,ation of the above equation' gfves: 

. :. ~ 
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DA independent of CA and since NA is independent of y 

is independent of C · the integration may be carried out to 
A 

which may be rearranged to give: 

where 

and ~ = i;. (¢A - 'VA CA)lm = the 11 film factor" 

Thus, the film factor, XF , may be viewed as a correction factor 

which accounts for the effect of nonequivolume:: diffusion (1. e., convective 

transport} in the diffusion equation. For equi-volume diffusion the liquid. 

phase mass transfer coefficient is given by: 

where: y is the effective liquid film thickness for mass transfer, defined 

by analogy to molecular diffusion. 

L 

h 
I 
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If it may be assumed that the effective film thickness is dependent 

primarily on hydromanic variables, then as a first approximation the 

mass transfer coefficient for nonequi volume·:· diffusion is given by:· 

DA 
kl 

kl 
.l 

= = 
yXf XF 

correspondingly; .. the Nusselt number for mass transfer has the more -general 

definition:. 

Nu. -
X 

y 

In all the previous calculations NH
20 

'Was assumed to.be 0 and 

VNaClCNaCl 'Was assumed to be negligible. The result of these aisumptions 

is an ~ of 1.0. These t'Wo assumptions are not necessarily valid. Mindick 

and Oda (29) have found the 'Water transport for the membrane used in these 

tests to be 0.00154 cc/cm
2

min for a 1.0 M/1 difference in NaCl concentration 

across the membrane. The 'Water transport is dependent upon the difference 

in osmotic pressure of the two solutions• Since the osmotic·pressure of a 

solution as compared to the pure sol vent is given by P = RTC , for lo'W 

concentrations, the difference in osmotic pressure bet'Ween the t'Wo solutions 

will be: P2 - P1 = RT(c1 ,- c2 ) . It may be seen that the 'Water transport 

will be linear 'With concentration difference. Thus, the 'Water transport may 

be calculated for the membrane at any NaCl concentration difference using . .r 

the value obtained by Mindick and Oda. The membrane resistance to mass 

transfer is 2790 sec/em and an average value for a liquid phase resistance 

to mass transfer fs 2000 sec/em (Run 1, Table 1). The overall resistance to 

masstransfer is then 4790 sec/em. For a 1.0 M/1 concentration-difference 

in bulk concentrations the mass flux may be calculated by: = 
1 . 2 2 ' 4

790
(1.0 - 0.0)60 = 1.26 x 10- mole/em min. Assuming that all the resistance 



to mass transfer is on one side of the membrane, tl'1e concentration at the 
2790< · ) _ · ~8 I membrane surface is found to be: 4790 1.0 - 0.0 - 0.:; 3 M l. Then the 

water transport may be calculated to be: Q.583(L54 X· l0-3 ) = 0.9 x 10-3 

cc/ cm2min. If the density of water is 1. 0 g/ cc the water transport is 

5.0 x 10-5 mole/cm
2

min. The value of v~0 is 18.02 and the value of vNaCl 

is 20.7 cc/mole. Calculating ~NaCl gives a value of approximately 1.0, 

justifying the asst~ption in this case that NH 0 
2 

M NaCl, vNaClCNaCl = 0.02, and for 0.585 M NaCl 1 

Calculating ~ gives a value of: 

was negligible. For 1.0 

vNaClCNaCl = 0 ' 012 ' 

X = 1 ( (0.02 -0.012) ) , = 
F .1.0 ln (1.0 - 0.02) 

0
•984 ' 

. . ' ( l. 0 - 0. 012) 

In view of the other uncertainties in the. calculations 1 particularly in the 

use of an average. dif~usivity. for all c::mcentrations 1 it is felt that a 

value of ~- equal to 1.0 may be used in the calculations.. It would be 

well to keep in mind that ~ may not always be near 1.0 and that the 

. prese?t assumption that it is could lead to greater error in some cases. 

Even if the water transport is not large enough in moles/min to 

affect the mass transfer coefficient the volume transport of water is great 

enough .to cause some dilution of the dialyzed stream. The program previously 

developed for evaluation of mass transfer was modified to calculate water 

transport. .For the 6 ml/min runs the calculated value of the water transport 

was found to be 0.273 ml/min which is about 4.'Jfo of the total flow rate. 

It was felt that in this case the water transport could be ignored but this 

is not always the case. Therefore, a method of dealing with it was developed. 

If the water transport is to be included in .the calculations there 

appear to be two ways of handling it. ·The first is to assume the water 

coming through the membrane is swept up the face of the membrane by the 

' ' 

.. 

; ; 
.. 
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rising film of dilute NaCl solution. In this case the concentration at the 

membrane would be lowered somewhat. Since the mass transfer coefficient is 

relatively insensitive to small changes in concentration differences the 

amount of mass transferred will be esser1tially the same. The change in out..:. 

let stream concentration may be calculated from the dilution of this stream 

by the water transported across the membrane. This involves the assumption 

that the o~tlet flow rate is increased. by the amount of water transported 

and that the outlet concentration is decreased proportionately. Thus, for 

the 6 ml/min run the calculated effluent concentration would drop from 

0.362 M/1 to 0.346 M/1 and the flow rate and the flow rate of the outlet 

stream would be increased from 6.0 to 6.27 ml/min. The other method of 

handling the water transport involves the assumption that the water trans

ferred from an element of membrane will dilute the bulk solution in front 

of that element of membrane. This would cause the driving force to be lowered, 

reducing mass transfer and increasing the expected outlet concentration. The 

computer program mentioned previously was modified to do the calculations. 

The on~y change in the program was that the total water transport was included 

in the outlet flow rate when the material balance on the dialyzed stream was 

made. The material balance became: 

W = ~in(flow) - (flow+ water transported)c1 out 

The source listing for this program appears in Appendix H, (program TWO). 

In this case the outlet concentration was found for the 6 ml/min run to be 

0.354M/l as compared to 0.364 M/1 and the flow rate was increased to 6.26 

ml/min from 6. 0 ml/min. Since the flow meter on the apparatus was downstream 

from the membrane the water transported vo uld be included in tre. 6. 0 ml/min. 

Adjusting the asswried inlet flov rat·e until the outlet flow rate was 6.0 

ml/min gave an outlet stream concentration of 0.340 M/1. Results of other 

runs are presented in Table 5. The actual situation is probably a combina

tion of the two mechanisms. Due to the low bulk flow rate the water has more 
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·time to diffuse into the bulk soiution and it is believed that the latter 

mechanism is the more important one. Therefore the latter mechanism is 

the one which will be used in subsequent developments. 

Unfortunately the exact importance of water transport in the experi

ments performed he.re could not be determined. As a result the preceding 

development could not be checked against experimental data on water trans

port. From Table 5 it may be seen that no definite improvement in prediction 

of outlet stream concentration was obtained by including water transport in 

the calculations. ,The conclusion here was that water transport in this case 

is not very important. However, it is realized that in some cases water 

transport may be extremely important, especially as shown by Marshall and 

Storrow (19) and discussed by Vromen (5). 



VI. APPLICATION OF RESULTS 

Due to the success in predictingmass. transfer in the experimental 

apparatus it was felt that a general method could be developed for pre

dicting dialyzer performance. The assumptions used here were essentially 

the· same as those used previously in Section D of Chapter V. In this· 

case 1 however 1 a logarithmic distribution of bulk concentration was assumed 

on both sides of the membrane. In Fig. 12 the flow arrangement of a typical 

dialyzer is shown schematically. It can be seen that by the assuliJ.ption of 

a bulk concentration distribution in each cell 1 the driving force across 

the membrane at each increment of height may be determined. The general 

procedure was first to assume an outlet concentration of the dialyzed 

stream. Then 1 the outlet concentration of the solvent stream was calculated 

by a material balance on the two streams. The liquid film mass transfer 

coefficients were calculated for eact increment of height. Using these : 

values and the membrane resistance to mass transfer the overall mass trans

fer coefficient for each increment could be calculated. Then the mass 

transferred across each .increment of height was calculated. The sum of 

these values for all the increments was compared with the value obtained 

by a material balance on the d_ialyzed stream. If the two values did not 

match a correcti.on was applied to the assumed outlet concentratLm and tpe 

process repeated until they did match. To carry out the calculations a 

computer program was developed. The block diagram of the program and a 

source listing appear in Appendix H (program Three). ~his program was also 

modified to include water transport as discussed previously (program Four 1 

Appendix H). 

To use this method to predict dialyzer performance the followin~ 

quantities must be known: 

1. number of cells in dialyzer 

2. height of membrane in each cell 

3· width of membrane in each cell 

4. separation between membranes 
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Fig. 12. Schematic of flow paths in dialyzer. 
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5. flow rate of both streams 

6. solution properties 

a. density vs. concentration 

b. viscosity vs. concentration 

c. diffusion coefficient of diffusing solute 

7. membrane properties 

a. membrane resistance to mass transfer 

b. water transport 

8. concentration of feed streams 

9. temperature of,operation 

The membrane resistance to masp transfer may be evaluated in the simple 

apparatus discussed in Appendix C. Water transport for the system beirg 

investigated may be evaluated by the method of Mindick and Oda (29). 

As an illustration a simple example is given in which the performance 

of a typical dialyzer is determined. The separation in the example is .'the 

removal of NaCl from an unspecified colloid. It is assumed that the colloid 

does not affect the water transport of the membrane, Let us imagine that 

we have 50 gph of this solution obtained as a byproduct of an industrial 

process. To render the colloid usable the NaCl concentration must be lowered 

from l.O M to 0.1 t-1:. The apparatus available is a dialyzer with 20 x 30 in 

frames with l/4 in separation between the membranes. It is desired to cal

culate the total membrane area required to effect this separation. The 

numerical values to be used are: 

l. number of cells in dialyzer, (to be calculated) 

2. height of each cell, 30 in - 76 em 

3· width of each cell, 20 in - 5l. em 

4. distance between membranes, 0.64 em 

5- flow rates 

a. NaCl stream, 50 gph - 3200 cc/min 

b. water stream, 110 gph - 7000 cc/min 
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6. solution properties 

a. density vs. concentration - CRC Handbook (31) 

b. 

c. 

viscosity vs. concentration - Int. Critical Tables (30) 

diffusi~ity coefficient, 1.6 x 10-5 cm
2
/sec - ICT 

7. membrane properties 

a. membrane resistance to mass transfer - 2790 em/sec 

b. water transport - 0.00154 cc/cm
2
min for 1.0 NaCl 

8. feed concentrations 

a. NaCl stream - 1.0 M/l in NaCl 

b. water stream - 0.0 

' 2C:S°C 9. temperature of operatlon - , 

It may be seen from Fig. 15 that there will be a cell at each end of the 

apparatus which has only one membrane bordering it instead of the usual two. 

For dialyzers with large numbers of cells these end effects may be neglected. 

If there are only a f~w cells in the dialyzer the end effects will have to 

be included in the calculations. 

To aid in understanding the calculations the following model has 

been develop~d. The apparatus is treated as though there were only one 

liquor cell and one water cell, with a membrane width which is the sum of 

the widths of all the cells. As an example see the figure below 

X 

water 
1 ~ 2 3 

membranes,lf t 
NaCl 

The two cells each have two common membranes if membranes l and 3 are con

sidered to be the same membrane. For a dialyzer with 100. cells there will 

be 50 water and 50 liquor cells. Using the visualization above this dialyzer 

'· 



may be reduced to one liquor cell and one water cell with the membrane 

width extending along the z axis being 50 times the ordinary cell width. 

Then, membranes 1 and 3 are considered to be the same membrane, enabling 

the mass transfer through the two membranes of both cells to be evaluated. 

Inserting tte appropriate values into program THREE (Appendix H) 

the outlet concentrations may be calculated. However, the program is set 

up to calculate the mass transfer for a given membrane area. Therefore 

different areas were tried until one was found which gave an outlet concen

tration for the NaCl stream of 0.01 M/L The area required was found to 

be 1670 sq. ft. Translating this into the number of frames required in the 

dialyzer gives· a value of 398 frames. These frames would be divided between 

199 water and 199 NaCl frames. Calculating a Reynolds number in one of the 

cells gives a value of 10.3 confirmjng laminar flow. When water transport 

·is included in the calculations (program FOUR Appendix H) the area required 

is very nearly the same. However, the outlet NaCl stream will be approxi

mately 4% greater in volume than the inlet NaCl stream. 

The example given above is a very simple one. In many dialysis 

applications the purpose is to separate two ionic substances of diffe~ent 

mobilities in solution. With a moderate amount of increase in complexity 

the method described here may be adapted to carry out the calculations for 

multicomponent systems. The advantage of this approach is that the separation 

of the two ionic substances may be deterTr.ined for the membrane alone. Then 

their behavior in the liquid phase may be determined by using the solution 

properties and correlations (l) and (2). 

It will be noted that there is no information presented here on the 

physical design of dialyzers. Dialyzers are available commercially from 

several manufacturers who will also supply information about their products 

upon request. The purpose here was to enable the evaluation of a particular 

dialyzer-membrane combination for a particular application. 

The primary limitation of this method is that tre free convection 

should be much·greater than the forced convection contribution to ove~all 

mass transfer·. This condition was met in the experimental apparatus with 

a flow rate of 280 ml/min and a Grashof number of approximately 109 . At 

the lower flow rates the corresponding forced convection became even les3 
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important. For most cases of practical interest the driving forces will 

be high enough and the flow rates low enough to result in complete free 

convection control. However, before doing any calculations using this 

as·sumption, it should be verified by making a rough estimate of the 

Grashof number and the forced convection mass transfer expected in the 

dialyzer. 

As a check of the accuracy of this method an attempt was made to 

see how well experimental results presented in the literature could be 

predicted. The only experimental data amenable to analysis by this method 

were found to be the results of a study by Marshall and Storrow (19). 

Their study was of the dialysis of NaOH in a counterc-urrent flow dialyzer 

with ore water compartment, one liquor compartment and having a single 

membrane. The numerical data used in the calculations is given below: 

1. number of cells 2 

2. height of cells - 76.0 em 

3. width of cells - 23. 0 em 

4. thickness of cells - l. 9 em 

5. feed flow rates 

·. 

a. NaOH solution - 2.88 ml/min 

b.- water - 5.15 ml/min 

b. solution properties 

a. density vs. concentration . 
b. viscosity vs. concentration 

c. average diffusivity - i.6x 
7. membrane - parchment 

/ 

CRC Handbook (31) 

- ICT (30) 

lo- 5 cm2/sec - ICT 

a. membrane resistance to mass transfer - 4800 sec/em 

b. water transport - equimolal counter diffusion assumed 

8. concent~ation of feed streams 

a. NaOH- 5.7 M/l in NaOH 

b. water - 0.0 M/1 in NaOH 

9· temperature of operation - 25°C 
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It will be noticed that the water transported is assumed to be the same as 

the NaOH transported. Marshall and Storrow found the molar flow rates of 

the two streams to be fairly constant, which supports the·asswnption. 

The calculated results are shown in Table 6. The difference in 

the outlet concentrations is the result of a small difference in the values 

for moles of NaOH transferred per minute. Since the outlet concentration 

is so much lower than the inlet con:::entration for the NaOH stream a small 

difference in moles transferred makes a large difference in the outlet 

stream concentration. ·Also, the material balances on Marshall and Storrow's 

data are only within Y/o. It is felt that these results of an analysis of 

independent data are a good confirmation of the accuracy of this method of 

calculating mass transfer in a dialyzer. The computer program (program 

FIVE) used to carry out the calculations appears in Appendix H. 

Stream 

NaOH feed 

Water feed 

NaOH out 

Water out 

· Table 6 

Marshall & Storrow 

·Flow Rate 
ml/min 

2.88 

5.15 

3.23 
4.61 

Cone. 
M/1 

5·7 
0.0 

0.49 
3.23 

/ 

Calculated 

Flow Rate 
ml/min 

2.88 

5.15 

3.15 
4.88 

Cone. 
M/1 

5.7 
o.o 

o.4o 
3.11 

Moles transferred/min Marshall & Storrow - 0.015 
Calculated - 0.0153 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper a method has been developed which enables the predic

tion of the experimental dialysis data within several percent. An indepen

dent check of the method was made by its application to the analysis of 

the experimental data of Marshall and Storrow (19). It appears that the use 

of' this approach will .permit more accurate analysis of industrial dialyzer 

performance, with the only experimental work being the measurement of mem-
-

brane resistance and water transport. Although diffusion of only one 

component was examined in this case it is believed that the treatment may 

. be readily extended to multi-component systems. 

While the exact importance of water transport could not be deter

mined for the experimental results a satisfactory procedure for dealing 

with it has been introduced into the calculations. Thus, the water trans

port properties of the membrane may be determined along with the: membrane 

resistance to mass transfer and included in the theoretical approach. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

MEMBRANE PROPERTIES 

Na1film D-30 high porosity membrane (Nalco Chemical Co.) 

Pore size - 50-80 Angstroms 

Wet thickness - 4.2 mils 

Water content 65% 
Burst strength - 18 psi 

Water transport 

Osmotic- 0.00154 cc/cm
2

min for l.O M NaCl 

Hydro~tatic - 2.74 x 10-
4 

cc/cm
2
min for l foot head 

Above data obtained from Mindick and Oda (29 ). 

Measured membrane transfer coefficient 

k = 3.58 X 10-
4 

em/sec 
m 

1/k = 2790 sec/ em 
m 

i 

------- ----------------- ------- -- --------~----- --------------------- --------------------------------------- ------- ---------- __ : ____ ·---~-------------- ------------------ -----~-------------1 
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Appendix B 

EQUATION USED TO CALCULATE EXPERIMENTAL MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

The equation used to calculate the overall mass transfer coeffi

cient was obtained in the following way. 

Consider the figure below 

c 
0 

c. 
1 

front section ·stirred cell 

membrane 

C. and C are the bulk concentrations in the stirred cell and the front 
1 0 

section respectively. 

Writing the flux equation: N=kA(C -C.) 
- 0 1 

C
0 

is assumed to remain constant 

N is the flux of the component of interest - moles/min 
2 

A is the surface area of the membrane - em 

k is the overall mass transfer coefficient 

The equation may be rearranged to give: 

V dC i 
dt kA(C -C.) 

0 1 

where t is time ; V is volume of stirred cell cm3 

dC. 
:1 

(c - c.) 
0 1 

= 
kAdt 

v 

em/ sec 



Integrating both sides: 

J
c~ dC 

(c _\.) 
c! 0 l 

l 

The result of the integration is: 

kAt' 
v 

-ln (Co . c 
0 

-c~) 
C' 

i 

If· C~ is 0 the mass transfer coefficient becomes 
l 

k 

which is an average value of k. 

reach a maximum of 5% of C 
0 

v 
At ~:) 

Normally the value of C" was allowed to 
i 

For runs in which the concentration did not 

vary by a large amount through the dialysis cell the inlet concentration 

was used as 

shown below. 

c 
0 

in the equation derived above. 

C = 1.0 mole/liter 
0 

c~ = 0.04 mole/liter 
1. 

V 533 cm3 

A sample calculation is 

A 36 cm3 membrane .area of one compartment 

t 50 minutes 

k = 533 ln(l - 0.04/LO) 36 X 50 

= 0.0121 em/min 

= 2.4 X 10-
4 

em/sec 



. . . 

,,., 

The overall resistance reaY be calculated by 

1/k = l/2. 4 X l0-
4 

4160 sec/em 

The membrane resistance to mass transfer had been determined previously 

(Appendix C) and was found to be 2790 sec/em. Then the liquid phase 

resistance to mass transfer could be determined by 

= 4160 - 2790 1370 sec/ em 

Since the liquid phase resistance to mass transfer was eliminated on the 

stirred side of the membrane the liquid phase resistance calculated i's 

that on the side of the membrane toward the front section of the dialysis 

cell. 



Appendix C 

MEASUREMENT OF MEMBRANE RESISTANCE TO MASS TRANSFER 

The apparatus used in measuring the membrane resistance was two 

glass elbows and a connecting flange. For the measurements the elbows 

were assembled as shown in Fig. 13, with the membrane gasketed bet-vreen the 

elbows. Then 350 ml. of NaCl solution were placed in one elbo-vr and 350 ml. 

of distilled water placed .in the other one_. The stirrers were turned on 

immediately after filling the elbows. Diffusion was allowed to take place 

for one-half to one hour. Then the NaCl concentration in the dilute side 

of the cell was determined by the Mohr method for the determination of 

chloride (24). The NaCl concentration in the dilute side was allowed to 

reach a maximum of about 5% of the original concentration in the concentrated 

side. The mass transfer coefficient was calculated from the equation derived 

in_ Appendix B. 

k = 
m ( C") :t ln l - c: 

The average value of the membrane mass transfer coefficient was found to 

6 -4 I be 3.7 X 10 em sec which gives a membrane resistance to mass transfer 

of 2790 sec/ em. 

The stirrers were run at .such a speed that the calculated mass 

transfer coefficients are independent of stirrer speed. In this way the 

liquid pqase resistance to mass transfer is eliminated and the mass transfer 

coefficient calculated is the membrane mass transfer coefficient. 

I 

J 
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Fig. 13. Cell for measuring membrane resistance to mass transfer·. 

.·. 
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Appendix D 

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

Calculation of k1 . from Nu = 
xkl 1/4 , 
-. -· = 0. 66(ScGr) 

D 

experimental average k1 = 4.97 X 10-5 em/ sec 

l/k
1 

= 2020 sec/em 

1/k = 2790 sec/ em 
m 

overall resistance = 2020 + 2790 = 4810 sec/em 
2790( ) concentration at membrane = 4810 1.0 - 0.0 = 0.585 M/1 

p
0 

= 1.0385 g/cc 

pi = 1.0225 

p' 1.03 g/cc 

· l.f. 1 = 0.01065 g/cm-sec 

Gr 

Sc = 

Nu = 

kl = 

. 0.0160 X membrane height 25 em 

g(po - pi)p'x3 

2 
980(0.0160)(1.03)(25~ 9 
.::..;;_"-'-'-~:_L,.,;>-=--::,2.::....L-.>.,;,.,.::: = 2 . 2 3 X 10 

!.f. (cL01065) 

1-L' 0.01065 
650 p'D = 

1.03(1.6 X 10-5) 
= 

0. 66( ScGr) l/ 4 
= 0.66(1.45 X 10

12
)
1
/

4 
= 725 

r::; 

NuD 725(1.6 X 10---') 
4.7 X 10-

4 
em/sec - = 

X 25 

as compared to the experimental value of 

4 -4 I .. 97 X 10 em sec 

.......... ~ .... 



.. 
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Calculation of k
1 

from 
. d kl ( d )l/4 

Nu = _w ___ = 1.615 ReSc ~ 
D . X 

where d 
w 

hydraulic diameter of duct - 2 em 

for flow rate of 280 ml/min the linear velocity will be: 

280 ml/min 11.2 em/min- 0.187 em/sec = U 25 em l.O em 

d Up 
Re w o 

1-l 

2.0(0.187)(1.03) 
0.01065 

Sc 

ReSc = 23,400 

x = 25 em 

dj'x = 0.08 

d 
ReSc w 1860 

X 

Nu = 0.615(1860)1/ 3 19.70 

== 36.0 

r 

NuD 
d 

w 
= (19.7)(1.6 X 10-5) 

2.0 
-4 . 1.58 X 10 em/sec 
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Appendix E 

DERIVATION OF COMBINED MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

The complete derivation is not presented here. The same procedure 

as that used by Wilke, et al. (25) was followed up to a certain point. 

Only the part of the derivation which differs from the original is presented 

here. For the complete derivation the original paper should be consulted. 

The mass transfer in the boundary layer is given by: 

d 
dx 

B 

r~dy 
0 = D !d6C) 

i dy i 
N 

In the original paper the velocity profile, U , was represented by: 

u 

where U velocity at a distance y from membrane 

ul a constant 

B · boundary layer thickness 

In this case a velocity profile was substituted for the original 

one which was the sum of the velocity profile given above and a parabolic 

velocity profile for flow between two p~rallel flat plates. The velocity 

profile used is given by 



.. 
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where b is the trickness of the flow channel 

~ UAv is the average bulk velocity in the flow channel 

The concentration profile used in this case was the same as the original 

one: 

where 

b.C = C - C 
0 

be = c c1 0 0 

b.C 
2 

b.C (1 - ~) 
o B 

where C is the concentration at a distance y from membrane 

The values ul and B are given by 

ul = c 1/2 
lx 

B c 1/4 
2x 

1'1' . [ It "') -1/2 '[ .( - ) 1] l/2 ...... ..... I g p p. p 
5.17~ -.1- 0 1 

pi p'Dij l.li2 

= 
. [ . l-1/ 4 [ ( - . ) I ] -1/ 4 1-l. . g p p. p 

3. 93 _1_ . 0 1 . 

p'D. II 2 1j ,.... 
. ' 1 . 

D ~ can be s~own to be equal to 
2·D6.C 

0 

B 



Since N 

Therefore 

Calculating U6C 

2D 
B 

- r u . "i.. ( l - "i..) 
2 

+ 6u (r -Y
2 l] [6c ( l - l) 

2
]. l l B B Av b b2 o B 

integrating from 0 to B ·gives: 

B J lliedy ( 2 
4 y3 6 y4 4 y5 

1 i) = U.6C L 
l o 2B 3 B2 4 B3 .5 B4 6B6 

0 

( 2 
2y3 y4 y3 2y4 5~~# )]: 

+ 66c u L 
o Av 2B 3bB 4bB2 3b2 4b2B 



,• 

since 

B 

d J UL'Cdy 

0 

dx 
::: 
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C3 -1/4 
2x 

0.149 t::.C UA 2 0 v b 

B 

+ 0.25 t::.C UA 
0 v 

d ~· IDCdy 

0 
::: k t::.C . 

I o 
dx 

b 

and substituting in the values for c
1 

and C gives 
2 

3.86 UAv(ScGr)-l/2
x 

= ~ 0.508(ScGr) 1
/

4 
+ 

X b 

( . )-3/4 2 9.10 U Av ScGr . x 

b2 

which is the desired result. It is easily seen that this k1 is merely 
D l/4 the free convection equation} k1 = x 0.508(ScGr) with correction 

terms added on for forced convection .. To obtain an average mass transfer 

coefficient the above equation may be integrated from 0 to x1 The 

average mass transfer coefficient is: 

l/2 2 
= ~ o.66(ScGr)l/4 + 1.45 uA)ScGr)- X 

X 
b 

2.64 UAv(ScGr)-3/ 4x3 

b2 
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Appendix F 

LOGARITHMIC CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION 

Consider the figure to the right: 

Mass is transferred through the membrane 

according to: 

w 

= bulk concentration in 1' 

= ·bulk concentration in 2 

overall mass transfer 
coefficient 

Assuming unit width of increment dx , the 

equation may be rewritten: 

2 1 
t 

flow 

-· --~·-·~-----·---· 
dx- ····---·--····-·-

0 

membrane 

wall 

Making a material balance on an element 6x tigh and b em wide: 

flow rate 

where UAv is average linear velocity 

NaCl into element UAvb(Clx) 

NaCl leaving element UAvb(C 1 x+6x) + K
0
Ax(C 1 - c2 ) 

Rearranging and taking Lim 6x ~ 0 

is considered to be equal t9 o.o and K to be constant for x = 
0 

0 to x = x1 the above equation may be integrated 



to obtain: 

. -72--

dC
1 

.. C--
1 

ln (Cl out) 
cl in 

= 

X 

u::b 1 
X = 0 

,dx 

= 

If c
1 

in is a constant it may be seen that the outlet concentration is a 

logarithmic function of x
1 

or that the bulk concentration is a log func-

tion of x . In the actual cell c2 . is not 0 and K 
0 

is not constant. 

However, it is believed that the concentration distribution will still be 

of this form. That this is actually the case is shown on p. 39~40. 
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Appendix G 

DERIVATION OF AVERAGE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

1. Free convection 

local mass transfer coefficient 

since 

Gr = 

0.508D (ScGr)l/4 
X 

g(p. - pi)p'x3 
0 

rearranging the equation gives: 

( 

( ) 1 )1/4 ' . 
g Po - Pi P -1/4 

0.508D Sc 2 x · 
~ 

Normally the mass transfer coefficient is integrated from x = 0 

to x = x
1 

to obtain an average value 

k lAvg 

k lAvg 

= 

= 

g(p - p. )p - 4 I xl ( ,)1/4 
, 

0 

0. 508D Sc 0 l 1 x l/ dx 

4 ( g(po pi)p')
1

/
4 

-1/4 3" · 0. 508 D Sc ---=2-- . x1 = 
~ 
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and the average value of k1 is seen to be 4/3 the local value at x
1

. 

However, in this case the integration is carried out from x 1 to x 2 
rather than from 0 to x

1 

k lAvg 

k 
lAvg 

= 

= 

= 

4 ( g(p 0 

30.508D\Sc 

( 
g(p _ p.)p')l/4(x3/4 x3

1
/4) 

_o.66 D Sc 0 

2 
1 

-
2
----

~ x2 - xl 

2. Forced convection 

local mass transfer coefficient 

klLC:C 
= l.077(ReSc dw)l/3 

- X 

integrating from 0 to x1 gives: 

(l) 



k lAvg 

k lAvg 

= 

= 

= 
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J
x2 

klLCX:::dx 
X . 

l 
= 

. (x2/3 . 2/3) 
1.615(ReScd)l/3 2 - xl 

x2 - x . l 

(2) 



l. 
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Appendix H 

COMPUTER PROGRAr.ffi 

Programs for predicting experimental data 

a·. Not including water transport 

In this program the membrane is divided into four incre

ments of height, each corresponding with a row of four 

stirred cells. The steps used in calculation are given 

below. The numbers of the steps correspond to numbers on 

the block diagram (Fig. 14) and to numbered comments in 

the source listing (pp. 81-83). 

1. Assume an outlet concentration. 

2. Calculate a log-average bulk concentration for 

·each increment using a logarithmic distribution 

of this concentration. 

3· Starting at the bottom increment a value .of liquid 

film resistance is assumed. 

4. Calculate the concentration at the membrane sur

face by: 

[(membrane res. )/(membrane res.+ film res.)] x (c
1 

- c2 ) 

where c
1 

concentration in flow section and 

c2 ~ concentration in stirred cells 

5. Calculate average film composition and calculate 

average fluid properties. 

.6. 2 
Calculate Re , Sc , and g(p

0 
- pi)p'/~ . For 

. I 2 the sake of convenience g(p
0 

- pi )p' .~. will 

hereafter be referred to as G . 

7-, Calculate forced convection k1 by Eq. (2), p. 37. 
8. Calculate free convection k1 by Eq. (l), p. 37· 

. 9.· Add the two values' vectorially to obtain the combined 

film mass transfer coefficient. 
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10. Take reciprocal to obtain the film resistance and 

calculate ratio, ~calc. res.)/(assumed res.) 

11. If the ratio varies by more than 0.01 from 1.0 a 

correction is made to the assumed film resistance 

and the calculations repeated from Step 4. If 

the ratio is within 0.01 of 1.0 the program goes 

to Step 12. 

12. Add.film resistance to membrane resistance to 

obtain overall resistance, take reciprocal of 

this value to obtain overall mass transfer co

efficient, K 
0 

13. Calculate amount of NaCl transferred through the 

increment of membrane by: W = AK (C - C ) 
. 0 1 2 

(A is 144.0 cm2 for each increment.) 

14. The program now goes to the next increment, assumes 

a new value of film resistance and repeats Steps 

4-13 for each of the rest of the four increments. 

15. The total mass of NaCl transferred through the 

membrane W 
a 

is obtained by summing the values 

calculated in 13. 
16. Calculate total mass transferred, Wb , by a 

material balance on the stream being dialyzed: 

W - (C C ) · flow rate . b - 1 in - l out 
17. Calculate the ratio Wa/Wb . If this ratio varies 

by more than 0.01 from 1.0 a correction is made to 

the assumed value of outlet concentration and the 

program begins again at Step 2. If the ratio is 

within 0.01 of 1.0 the program goes to Step 18. 

18. Print input data, outlet stream concentration, total 

mass transferred. 



b. Water transport included in calculations 

Since this program is quite similar to the one in (a) only 

the differences will be noted. The sourc·e listing appears 

on pp. 84-$5 

l. In Step 13 of (a) the water transport for that 

increment is calculated by W = 0.00154 · A · 

( cl - c2) . 
2. In Step 16 the total water transport is obtained 

by summing the values in Step l. 

3. In Step 16 of (a) the material balance is changed 

to: WB ~ c1 in · flow rate - c1 out(flow rate + 

total water transport) 

!l-.... 
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..-------------------·· .............. - ·-·-----····---------

Read flo1-r rate, membrane resistance, cell j 
· thickness) membrane height, membrane width, 
inlet concentration, concentration in 
stirred cells 

------~----------J------------------

~s sume C l __ ~t ___ ] 

_=:] ~ 2. Calculate bulk concentration for each incre-
ment of membrane height; 
-------=--=-=---===·l··-==--=~-----------

[}7 Sta~~- a~ b~~t~_:n incr~ment _ ~ 
----------···-----·-··-··[ ........ ___________ -------

~---------------~~- 4. Calculate concentration at mem-
brane surface 

5. Calcula::=:verage-~:g-lm 
concentration and use to ob
tain fluid properties 

ccc.Y.=i~~~;~~:o~~;~~~~P-3]] 
----~-------··::c====~~=---=----=-===---=--=

~· Calc. free convection, kL, Eq. l p. 37~ 

cc ~ = -vl~} ~-r~~~:lJ; 
--===:r:-.::.::::.=~====---=--

~:~:~:~:_:;~:;;:e~~~ J 
ll. If bsl calc. res. - 1.01 

a assumed res. 
is greater than 0.01, correct 
assumed res. and go to 4 I 

j;.;. Overa;:-1 re~~;~;;;.--~ ~ :-l 
~mbrane res. + assumed res . 
.---------I-.----------~---·-·------_-_-""'"' 

13. Mass transferred in 
increment 

W = K
0

(A)(c
1 

c
2

) 
'------

...-----------~--~-

14. Go to next increment, ass-ume new film resis-1 
tance, and return to 4. Repeat calculations for 
rest of increments ------- . 

15. Total mass transferred 
WA = sum of W values from 13 

.. -- ~ 
l 

Fig. 14. Block diagram of Program 0~~ for prediction of 
experimental data. 
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-----·-----------
16. Calculate total mass trans
ferred by material balance on 
dialyzed stream 

WB (C 1 in - c1 out) flow rate 

I -
17. Calculate ratio WA/WB. If 

WA 
abslwB- 1.01 is greater than 

0.01 correct assumed outlet 
concentration and return to 2 

------_] ___ ~··=-~=~·===~----
18. Print Input Data outlet con

centration, total mass 
transferred 

Fig. 14 (cont.) 

/ 



c 
:;occ3t 
:oc.o36 
:occ36 

c 
c 

:occ3t 
:OCC'57 
:occ62 

c 
c 
c 

JOCC62 
:occ 13 
:occ73 
JOCC 7t 
~CCC U: 
I c 
~cc 111 
~oc 121 

c 
t 
c 
c 

JOC 121 
:ocl3c 
:oc 132 
:oc 134 
~0( 136 
JOC.l40 
:oc142 
;oc 144 
:OU46 

c 
c 

:cusc 
:iOt 151 
;OJ152. 

c 
:OC153 
:OC1'54 

c 
JOC 1'56 
CC::CHC 
:OC161 

c 
~oc 161 

c 
c 
c 

COClt7 
POC172 
COCJ.H 
coc 116 
COC117 
COC117 
COC202 
COC2C2 
COC2C5 
CCC21C 
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PROGRAM ONE (INPUT,OUTPUTJ 
F~CCRAM FCR PREDICTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA- WATER TRANSPORT NOT INCLUDED 

DIMENSION CAWl~l, TRANSIIt), AKLI41 
DII'.ENSION WT.Al41o C214J. . --

ICC CCI\TINUE. 
£AlA INPUT FLOW = FLOW RATE, A~R = MEMBRANE ~ESISTANCE 1 
AMS • CELL THICKNESS, CllN = INLET CONCENTRATION, WID ~ MEMBRANE WIDTH 

READ 1, FLOWoAMRoAMSoAMH, CliNo C21No WID 
If ~FLOW. EQ. O.OJ STOP 

1 FC~fAl 17fl0.51 .. .. 
tATA INPUT THE C2 VALUES ARE THE MEASURED CONCENTRATIO~S IN THE 
CORRESPCNOING ROW Of CELLS ITHE VALUE C211J IS FOR THE BOTTOM ROW, 
C212J fCR THE NEXT ROk ETC.J 

REA C 4, I C2 I II , I .., lo 4 J 
4. FCR~AT 14Fl0.5J 

PRINT 208 . 
2CS FCRI'.AT UHU 

PRihT. lo flOW~ AHRoAMSoAMH,CliN, C21No WID 
1. lSSUMPTICN OF OUTLET CONCENTRATION 

ClOUT = 0.5*CllN 
25 CCI\TINUE 

2. CALCULATION OF LOG-MEAN BULK CONCENTRATIONS . .:.--THE SLOPE IS CALCULATED 
FRCM THE LOG O.F THE ·CONCENTRATJONS AT THE INLET AND OUTLET. THE 
VALUES XAVf ARE THE LOG CONC. AT THAT PARTICULAR HEIGHT. THE 
CO~CENTRATION IS EVALUATED FRCM EXPIX~VEI. 
SLOPE • I~LOClClOUTI - ALOGICliNIJ/25.0 
JA~E4 • SLOPE021.875 
XA~E3 • SLOPE*l5.625 
,,~E2 = SLOPE*9.375 
XA~El • SLOPf$3.125 
CA~(ll : EXP(XAVElJ 
CAVI2J. • EXPCXAVE21 
CA~I31 • EXP&1AVE31 
CAV44J : EXP(XAVE41 

INITIALIZATION Of VALUES TO BE USED LATER - SUM Will BE THE SUM OF 
MASS TRANSfERREti IN EACH INCREMENT 
SUJI • 0.0 
AMH1 "' 0.0 

._kTTcO.O 
3. tO LOOP STARTS AT BOTTOM INCREMENT 

00 55 I .. lvlt 
A~H2 • AMHl + 6.25 

3. ASSLMPTION OF fiLM AESISTANCE FOR INCREMENT 
FRl " 0.6*AAA 
F~2 = C.O 

2 CUH INUE 
4. CALC~LATION OF CONCENTRATION AT MEMBRANE 

ClMEM = IAHR/IAHR+FRl)J$1CAV(ll -C21111 
5. <ALCULATION Of AVERAGE flLH CONCENTRATION AND CALCULATION OF AVERAGE 

FLUID PROPERTIES - Al'IU • VISCOSITY, RHO • AVG DENSITY OF .FILM, RHOl 
• CIENSITY Al MEMBRANE, Rli02 '" .DENSITY Of BULK. SOLUTION 

ClAV = (C1MEH • CAVIIJJ/2.0 
IF IClAII.LT. 1.01 GO TO !0 
A~~ • 0.001065•ClAV + 0.009883 
GC TO 12 

10 CCIITINUE 
A~U • O.Od094•ClAV + 0.01 

12 CCHINUE 
--RHO.~ C.0385*ClAV + 1.0 

RHtl • 0~0385*C1HEH + 1.0 
Rl-.02 = 0.0385$CAVUI '+ 1.0 

•• ,..'I '•· 
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C 6. CALCULATION Of SCHMIDT AND REYNOLDS ~UMBERS AND G - VEl IS liNEAR 

r:OC213 
~QCU6 
;oc221 
j0C225 
:OC221 

:OC232 

C VElOCITY OF flUID JN CEll 
SCHM • AHU/(RHO*l.6E-051 
VEL_•_fl0W/(AHS*Wl0*60.0J 
RE ~ (2.0*AMS*VEL*~H021/AMU 
DEL • RH02 - RHOl 
GR • 1980.0*0EL*RHOI/AHU**2 

C ~. FORCED CONVECTION KL FRC~ EQ 2o P 40 
AKLL • 11.295E-051*liRE*SCHH•2.0*AHSI**0•333l*IAMH2**•666 -

___ SAPIH1**0.666JI(AHH2 - AKHlJ _ _ __ _ __ _ 
C E. fREE CONVECTION KL FROM EQ lo P 40 

~OC251t AI<Ll • (1.6E-05l*0.66*( (SCHM*GR I**•251*1AMH2U.O .75-AHH lU0.751/ 
t (AHH2 - AMHU 

:OC21! 
lOC302. 

C 9. ~ECTCRJAL AOOITION Of THE TWO VAlUES TO OBTAIN COMBINED KL, AKL2 
AKL2 • SQRT(AKLL**2 + AKL1**2l 

_____ AniiJ • __ AKU __ _ 
C 10. OVERALL FllH RESISTANCE CALCULATED AND CALCULATION OF RATIO OF 

:oc3olt 
:OC3C6 

~0(31C:
lOC313 
:oc3H 
•ool5 

:oc3I5 
~OC.321 
:oc322 
;oozz 
:oc326 
:oc321 
;oc327 

:oo3I 

C CALCULATED. RESlo TO ASSUMED, FRlo FILM RESISTANCE 
RESl • l.O/(AKL2*60.0I 
RTO =- RESl/fRl 

C 11• VALUE COMPARED WITH 1.0 
_IF .. lRlO. GT • 1.011 GO_ TO ItS 

IF (RTO. LT. 0.991 GO TO ItO 
GC TO 50 

45 CCNTINUE 
C 11. CORRECTION Of ASSUMED R~SISTANCE 

FRI = FRl + lO.O*CRTO --1.01 
-~ ______ GC TO. 2 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 

4C CCHH;UE 
FRl c fRl - 10.0*11.0 - RTOI 
GO TO 2 I 

5C CCI'\TINUE 
AMHl • AMHl + 6.250 

-~ l2o.CILCU1ATIDN.O~ TOIAL.RESISTA~CE_.-· 
RESC • RESl + AMR 

__ C 13o _CALCULATION Of OVERALl MT COEffiCIENT AND CALCULATION OF MASS 
C TRANSFERRED IN INCREMENT . 

;oC333 AKLC ~ l.O/(RfS0•60.0J 
:OC336 TRANSCII: l~4.0*AXLO*CCAVCII- C2IIII•0.060 
tQll'tL _______ SI,IM .:: __ SUM ~ .. nANSUL _ __ ___ __ __ 

. C 14. BEGIN CALCUlATIONS fOR NEXT INCREME~T AT STEP 3 
;C)C31t5_ 55_ CCI\TINUE _ _ 

C 15. SLM IS THE TOTAl MASS TRANSfERRED 11\ ALL INCREMENTS 
_ _ C 16. CALCULATE HASS Tl\ANSFERREO BY MATERIAL .BALANCE .ON DIALYZED STREAM 
lOC346 TRANF z flOW*tCllN - ClOUTJ•O.OOl 
______ c_ __ ll.,__tAI.CULATE JUTlO .. JJF _VA_LUELFROit 1.5 A~D. 16 _AND .C0!'4PARE TO 1.0. 
:OC352 R c SUM/TRANF 

C --~EPENDING ON CLOSENESS TO 1.0 THE PROGRAM WILL EITHER CORRECT ASSUMED 
~ ClOUT AND RETURN TO STEP 2 OR WILL GO TO STEP 18 

l0C353 _If tR. GT. l.OU GO TO 56 
JOC357 IF (R. LT. 0.991 GO TO 57 
<OC36C __________ GO JO 60. _____ ---------------------
:OC361 56 CCNTINUE 
J0036l .ClOUT • ClOUT - O.l*IA~l-01 
:oC36~ GC TO 25 
;OC366 !!7 CCNTINUE _ 
;oc366 ClCI.IT • ClOUT + 0.1*(1.0- Rl 
:oc312 ___________ -.Go To_ 25 __________________________________ --·--· __ _ -· 
;oc;373 • 60 CCAITINUE 

C lf. PRINT INPUT OAJA, OUTlET CONCENTRATION, ANC TOTAL MASS TRANSFERiED 
. PRINT t6o flOW,AMRo iMSo AMHt CllN, WID )0(;313 

;octtl2 lt FCRMAJ lllH flOW RATE• flQ.5, 7H ~L/MlNa 21H MEMBRANE RESISTANCE• 

. ' 
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--------------iF1o--:s;-7ti-lffNic"K7116H ceu--riilc-r(l.iess;;.-,:-io-~s-;-3"H-c"H~- fiH-HEMBRANE 
_ ----------- ____ tt;EJ(iHT." f'7•2t.~Ji_l;_~_//2lii _ INL,E_r_: CO~C~/iTR~TIO~~--Eit,.l_, -~~ M/L,_l5HM __ 

SE~CRANE WlOTH: flt.lo 3H CMJ 
:oc~_H ____ .fR I~L~_. _ _!J_,~~l_!l__t~_J._,c-'4'-'-J-=-=--::--=--==c--:-c~=-=,---:~~---=--cc--c-
coc~z~t 85 FORMAT (lt6H CONCENTRATIO/i IN STlRREC CEllS FOR INCREMENT llo 2H •o 

Sf1C.5, _Itt{ H/l,_L____ _ _ _____ ------------------------ _______ _ 
:OC424 PIRJ~T 70, ClOUT, SUM • 
~o~ttU __ _ j_C ____ FORM_AT__ (2ll:l __ OU'f_I.,ET __ C~N~ENTRAJI_Q~!'-{!fl,·~_r_,·~.!!-_.N~ 1 ~~/;\c TOJ Al_ MASS __ _ 

-URAt.ISFERREO• flO.S, lOH MOLES/MIN) .... ····• ··•'-'- · 
jQ(433 GC TO 100 lOCU4 -------oiiic ____ _ 



-~ 

c 

CC()03t 
OOOOJb 
00.0036 
000036 
000057 
OCCOl:2 
000062 
OOCOH 
OOC073 
000076 
OOC076 
000117 
000121 " 
000121 
000130 
OCC132 
000134 
000136 
000140 
000l't2 
OCC144 
000146 
000150 
000151 
000152 
00Cl53 
000154 
000155 
000157 
0001 bl 
000161 
000167 
000172 
000174 
000176 
OC0117 
000117 
000202 
000202 
000205 
0({)210 
000213 
000216 
000221 
000225 
000227 
000212 

000254 

000275 
000302 
000304 
000306 
OCC310 
000313 

,-ej 

000314 
OC£1315 
000315 
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PROGRAM FOR PREOICTION.OF EXPERIMENTAl... DATA- WATER TRANSPORTINCLJOED 
PROGRAM TW Q(INPUT, OJT PUTt 
DIMENSION CAVI4t, TRANSI41, AKLI41 
DIMENSION WTAI4t, C21 4t 

100 CONTINUE , 
READ 1 0 FLOW,Mfl.,AMS,AI-H, CliN, C21No WID 
IF !FLOW. EQ. O.Ot STOP 
FORMAT 17Fl0. 51 
READ 4, IC21 It , I = 1o4t 

4 FORI'AT (4Fl0.5 I 
PRINT 208 

208 FORMAT llHU 
PRIN1 1, FLOW, AMR,AHS,AMH,CliNo C21N, WID 
ClOUT = 0.5•C liN 

25 CONTINUE 
SLOPE= lALOGIC10Un- ALOGICUNII/25.0 
XAVE4 = SLOPE*21.875 
llA VE3 = S l 0 PE * 1 5. 62 5 
XAVE2 = SLOPE*9• 375 
XAVEl = SLOPE*3.125 
CAVI 11 = EXPI X4VEll 
CAV (2 I = EXP I XAV E2 t , 
CAVIll = EXPIXAVEJI 
CAVC41 = EXPI XAVE4t 
SUM = 0.0 
AMH1 = 0.0 
WT = 0.0 
lofT .. o.o 
00 55 I • lo 4 
AMH2 = AMHl + b .25 
FR 1 = 0.6*AMR 

2 CONTINUE 
ClMEI'"' IAMR/IAMR+FR1lt*ICAVIII -C21U I 
ClAV = IClMEM +CAVIl 11/2.0 
IF I C1 AV.l T. 1 .0 I GO T 0 10 
AMU = O.OOl0b5*ClAV + 0.009883 
GO TO 12 

10 CONTINUE 
AMU = O.OOC94*C lAV + 0.01 

12 CONTINUE 
RHO = 0.0385*ClAV + 1.0 
RHOl = 0 .0385*0 1MEM + 1.0 
RH02 = 0.0385*CAVIIt + 1.0 
SCHM "' AMU/IRHl*l. 6E- 051 
VEL = Flll.U I AMS •w I 0~0 .0 I 
RE = I 2.0*AMS*VEL*RH021/AMU 
OEL = RHJ2 - RHOl 
GR = 1980.0*DEL*RHOI/AMU**2 
AKll = 11.295E-Q51*11RE*SCtf4*2.0*4·'4Sf*•0.33ll*llM'i2**•b66-

SA MH 1** 0. 6661 /I AMH2 - AMH1 I 
AKL 1 = 11.6E- C51*0 .66*11 SC HM *GR I ... 2 51 • I A MHZ.., O. 75 -AMH lU O. 751/ 

S IAI"HZ - AMHll 
AKL2 = SQRTIAKLL**2 + AKL1**21 
AKLI II = AKL2 
RES 1 = 1. O/IAKL2*b0.01 
RTO = RES1/FR 1 
IF IIHO. CT. 1.011 GO TO 45 

IF IRTO.LT. 0.991:00 TO 40 
GO TO 50 . 

45 CONTI "'lJE 
FRl" FRl + 10.0•IRTJ- 1.01 



000321 
000322 
000322 
00032(: 
000327 
OCC327 
000331 
000333 
000336 
000343 

c 
000345 

c 
0(0350 
000352 

c 
000354 

c 
000356 
000362 
OOC3t 3 
000367 
OC03 1.0 
000371 
000371 
OCC375 
000376 
000376 
000402 
000403 

c 
c 

000403 
OC0422 

000422 
000434 

000431. 
000445 

OOC't45 
000446 

GO TO 2 
40 CONTINUE 
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FR1 = FRl - 10.0*11.) - RTO I 
GO TO 2 

50 CONTINUE 
AKil = AI"H1 • 6.250 
RESO = RES1 • AMR 
AKLO = l.O/IREs0*60.:> I 
TRANSIII = l44.0G<AKLO*lCAVIII- C~CIII•0.:>6J 
SUM= SUM • TRANS I II 

1. CALCULA Tl Cll OF WATER TRANS PORT FOR INCREMENT 
WT = 144.0*0.00154*1:1MEM -C21NI 

z. WTT WILL BE SUM OF WATER TRANSPOU FJ~ AL_ I'ICRE'IE'HS 
loiTT = loiTT • WT 

55 CONTINUE 
F LOwl = TOTAl.. CUTLET FlOW RATE 

FLOW 1 = FLOW •' WTT 
3. NEW fiAT ERUL SAL ANCE 

TRANF = IFLOw•:llN- FLOWl*ClOUTI•J.J)l 
R = SUM/TRANF 
IF CR. GT. 1.011 GOT056 
IF CR. LT. 0.991 GO TO 57 

GO T 0 60 
56 CONTINUE 

ClOUT= ClOUT- 0.1*(R-l.OI 
GO TO 25 

57 CONTINUE 
ClOUT= ClWT • O.l•Cl.O- Rl 
GO TO 25 

60 CONTINUE 
PRINT INPUT DATA, OUTLET CONCENTRATION, MASS TRANSFEHEO, W\TER 
TRAN SF ERR ED 

PRINT 16, FLOW,AMR, AMS, AMH, Cll~, WID 
16 FORMAT CllH FLOW RATE= Fl0.5, 7H MLIHIN, ZLH MEMBRANE RESISTA~CE= 

Sf10.5, 7H HIN/CM //1!>H CELL THICKNESS• FD.5, 3H C'l, l7H ~E"'BH.IIE 
St-EIGHT= F7.2, ~ CM //21H INLET :oN::NTRATION= H.1, ftH MIL, .15HM 
SEMBRANE WIDTH= F4.1 1 31- CMI. 

PRINT e 5, Cl , C 2 I ll , I ' = 1 ,It I 
85 FORMAT C46H CO~CENTRH IGN IN STIR~ED :ELLS FJ~ HCR':MENT. l 1 1 Zii =1 

Sfl0.5, 4H 14/ll 
PRINT 70, ClOUT, Sl.l1, loll 

70 FCRMAT (22H OUTLET CONCENTRAT 10~= Fl0.5, '4H '4/L, 24-t TJJA_ 'lASS 
STRANSFERRED=Fl0.5,//lOH MOLES/MIN, 17-i WATER TRANSPORT= Fl).5, 7H 
SHLIH.IN I . 
GO TO 100 
END 
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2. Programs for example of application of method 

a. Not including water transport 

In this program approximately the same procedure was fol

lowed as in Part 1. The only difference in the calcula

tions is the assumption here of a logarithmic concentra

tion distribution on both sides of the membrane. The 

steps used in the calculation are given below. The num

bers correspond to those in the block diagram (Fig. 15) 
and tQ the numbered comments in the source listing (pp. 92-

94). : 

HoweverJ before discussing the rest of the procedure there 

is one part of the calculation which needs further clarifi

cation. The free and forced convection mass transfer 

coefficients for the NaCl side are obtained by integrating 

Eqs. 1 and 2J p. 37 across the in;rement of height in the 

direction of flow which in this case is up. On the water 

side of the membrane the integration is also carried out in 

the directiJn of flow which is down in this case. As an 

illustration consider the figure below. 

10 t 

NaCl 
em 

18 em 

/- ~. 
membrane 
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The integration is being done for the 2 em increment from 

18 to 20 cm.in the up direction. For the NaCl side the 

bulk flow is up and the integration is carried out from 

18 to 20 em. For the water side bulk flow is down and the 

equations are integrated from 10 to 12 em. 

1. Assume outlet concentration for NaCl stream. 

2. Make material balance on water and NaCl streams 

to obtain water outlet concentration. 

3. Start at bottom increment and assume liquid 

film resistance for both sides of membrane. 

4. Calculate bulk concentration of fluid at mid

potnt of increment for both sides of membrane 

using logarithmic distribution. 

5. Calculate concentration at membrane for NaCl 

side. 

6. Calculate average film composition and use 

to calculate fluid properties. 

7. Calculate Re , Sc , and G . 

8. Calculate forced convection k1 from Eq. 2, p. 37. 
g. Calculate free convection k1 from Eq. l, p. 37. 

10. Calculate a combined film mass transfer coeffi

cient by vectorial addition of 9 and 10~ 

il. Calculate 'the ratio of the calculated resistance 

to assumed resistance. 

12. If this ratio differs by more than 0.01 from 1.0 

a correction is made to the assumed film resis

tance and the calculations repeated from Step 5. 
13. Calculate concentr13.tion at membrane on water side. 

14. Calculate average film concentration and use to 

obtain the fluid properties. 

15. C~lculate Re , Sc , and G 

-: 
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16. Calculate forced convection k1 from Eq. 2, 

p. 37· 

17. 

18. 

Calculate free convection from Eq. l, p. 37. 

Obtain a combined mass transfer coefficient by 

vectorial addition Of 16 and 17. 

19. Calculate ratio of calculated resistance to 

the assumed film resistance. 

20. If this ratio differs by more than 0.01 from 

l.O a correction is applied to the assumed film 

resistance and the calculations repeated from. 

Step 13. If the ratio is within 0.01 of 1.0 

the program goes on to Step 21. 

21. Calculate total resistance by summing film 

resistances and membrane resistance. 

22. Take reciprocal of total resistance to obtain 

overall mass transfer coefficient, K 
0 

23. Calculate NaCl transferred in increment by: 

W = K A(C - C ) 
0 1 2 

where c
1 

is concentratiJn in NaCl side and 

c
2 

is concentration in water side. 

24. Sum NaCl transferred for all increments to 

obtain overall NaCl transfer, W 
a 

25. Calculate total NaCl transfer, Wb , by material 

balance on NaCl stream: W - flow rate(C C .) b - l in - l out 
26. Calculate ratio, Wa/Wb 

27. If this ratio varies by more than 0.01 from 1.0 

correct assumed NaCl stream outlet ~oncentration 

and return to Step 2. If the ratio is within 

0.01 of 1.0 the program goes to Step 28. 

28. Print input data, outlet concentration of water 

and NaCl streams . 
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b. Water transport included in calculations 

Since this program is quite similar to the one in (a) only 

_points -of difference will be shown. The source listing 

appears on pp. 95-97-

1. · In Step 23 of (a) the water transported is cal

culated) in addition to the NaCl transported) by: 

WH O = 0.00154*A(C1 - c2 ) . 
2 

2. In Step 24 of (a) the water transport is also 

summed to obtain the total water transported. 

3. The total water transported is subtracted from 

the outlet water flow rate and added to the 

outlet flow rate of the NaCl stream to obtain 

the corrected flow rates. 

4. The material balance in Step 25 of (a) is made 

with the use of the new NaCl stream flow rate 

calculated in Step 3. 
W = (flow rate)(c

1 
. ) - (flow rate +water transported)(C ) 
J.n .. · . l out 
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~-o-w_r_a_t_e_s~-m-e-m~;~~:-~~-:~~-~-e-1~·-;h_i_c~ 

~~~embrane height, inlet NaCl cone. · I 
r::---==---::_-_~~:: ..... ==r==---=-~-=:=~=--=~-==~:=1·--· 
~ Assume outlet cone. for NaCl stre~ 

----------·----···---J-··-··--·····---.. --····--·--·--·-
r~~-~~;·:a ~;~-~-~~-~al;n_c_e-·-;;·-~~~a i;-w-a-~~;--1 

I· outlet c_~ncen<t~a~~-~n ----------~--11 
----·······----·--::r .......... ----< .. ·••···--:-'--------------·1 
tart at bottom increment and assume 
resistance for both sides of membrane I 

--==-::::.-:..~===--:.::::.:::=::-:::1::-.:.==~-=~.::.:-=:-..=-~·::_-:::_ __ -l 
4. Calc. bulk concentration of increment of I 
fluid on each side of the membrane 

~----·-,·- ·----:r:::--·---------·.-·----~-----------l 

I 5. Calc. concent~~~~~~ -~t _;~mbr~~~--~--~~~~~~·:~~-----J"'~----
--·· . --·---~----[·---------··--·---------·--------·-:=] 
. Calculate average film composition and use to · 
alculate fluid properties 

. . ---T-----------· 

·· ( 7. Calculate Re, --~~------·----~=- ~ ~] 
~~ale~ f_orc~~-~~nv_i~~~_f~~m=~~· 2·, ;. )7 J 

~~~:--=~-=-e ~-~n~~-~:;~~~~-~~ -~:_;~CJ 
@. Calculate combined film transfer coeffi

lent by vectorial addition of 8 and 9 
-----··-·-·-·--·-·---- ----_:]·:-·----· 

f iJ.:. Cal~ulate ·r;~i~-~f -calculated resi~tance ] 
~assumed resistance . ,....-------=--=--=--· I . -_::=:=-_:::-_ -·---. -

12. If this ratio varies by more than 0.01 
from 1.0, correct assumed resistance j 

...._ __ _:d return to 5 .... · 

--·-----·-·-···----------·-··-----------L ..... _ ... , ________ ··----··--------- ~ 
~Calculate concentration at membrane on H2o side I 

----:.=---===--·-~:~==-==--=--=-===---------

!~d ~~~c~~·~~t~r;~~~·~;~~p=i~~e;~l~~=ent=-~~: __ _j 
~-----_j----~---·-·-·-·---
L__~Calculate Sc, Re, G j . ·-·---1--------------

~--~alc_:_~orce·~-=~~~:_~~~!-~_: E~~=~~ P_: 37 __ _j 
["17~~;~ · !r~~,~~--~l~~~~-~j_:_ 3]_-::.=J 

Fig. 15. Examples of application of rP.sults. 
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---------
18. Obtain combined mass transfer coefficient by 1 

_vectorial addition of 16 and 17 -·---------· _ 

- 19. -Ca1cu1a,:--;:t;:-;~-:~1;,;;::,:-;atio -~; ca;:-: - J 
culated resistance to assumed resistance 

~----------------------£:=~~-====~:______ . 
20. If this ratio varies by more than 0.01 
from l.OJ correct assumed resistance and 

_return to 13 
r-----------~ 

----~· ---~..1~-·-' --~~~~---·--·--···-~--·~--··---] 
21. Calculate total resistance by summing film 
resistances and membrane resistance 

-.:.==--==-==--=--:-_-:::=--~~:::::r: :~·-:.~.~-:::.~-=:~~~=:==--===-~-~-=-=-=-·] 
Take reciprocal of total resistance to obtain 

11 mass transfer coefficient, K0 
-----====.-:::.:::::=.. ~-:.:::::-.. :c .. _==:-.::.:::::-...:~.--...::-:-.::::==-..= 
~alculate mass transferred in increment by l 
L~."<_:_: k0 A{C1 - c2 ) where c1 is concentration in NaCl 

. -==~::::~:i:s r::~~~~:;~~~~:~~~d-j 
return to 5 -- repeat for all increments . _____j 

rnz:~~:~~i~~~f~J:~;~~~~~~:in I 
Calculate mass transfer by material balance::=Jn · 

1 stream WB = flow rate ( c1 in - c1 out) · · 

-~-··-,~~;~·:····~·:~::·~~:;::J~7~~~-::=~==j····-··~-·····-------"·-·--·-·-

-. --==-=-=:.::..--=--r-::.~-----·----=------
27. If ratio varies by more than 0.01 from 
1.0 correct assumed outlet NaCl stream 
concentration and go to 1 

. Pr-i~·: i~~ut. dat. ;,- ou~~t=c=o=n::c=e=n=t=r=a=t=l=. =on o~ 
er and NaCl streams 
_....,_.....-~.----#~-~----------... -----------

Fig. 15 (cont.) 

----0 



.. 
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PRCGRAM THREE UNPUTo OUTPUT) . "'''"·•···-~· 
C P~OGRAM TO CARRY .OUT CALCULATIONS FOR DESIGN EXAMPLE- WATER TRANSPORT 

__ _ _ ___ {; ____ .. t\CT INC LUDEO _ _ _ __ __ .. _ 
:036 CI~ENSION CAVC38lo TRANSC38J, AKL(381o BKLI381, CAV21381 

~-( l~PUT OATA- FLOW= flOW RATE Of NACLo AMR =MEMBRANE RESISTANCE, 
C A~.S a CELL THICKNESS, AI'\Ha MEMBRANE HEIGHT, CliN"' INLET CONCENTRATION, 

____ ( _ 111.10 .. • MEMBAANf WUlH-1, F_LOW2 • FLOW RATE OF' WATER . 
:C36 ICC CC till NUE 
:.0 . .36 _________ JtEAOl ... f.LOW, ..AHRo .AHSo Af!Ht .CliNt .W.I.Do .. FLOW2 ______ _ 
;051 - IF CAHR. fQ. O.OJ STOP 
CCt2 l_fOIU'.AT_ (1fl0.3J _ _ _ 
~Ot2 PRihT lo fLOW, AHR, AMS, AMH, CliNt W~Oo .. fUlW.2 .. ~-~-·-· .. ~··•· 
_ _ _ C k'UER INlET CONCENT-RATION _ _ _ _ _ . - .· __ ·•; '~-~"""'": ... 
~103 C21N c 0.001 
_______ C___:__I~_AS~UMPUON _pf' __ QUlU_L_CCNCENJRAUP_N _ OF __ f:jA(l STREA_I1 __ 
:tos ClOUT • o.socuN 

C .10A CASE Of NO WATER TRANSPORT flOWT = FLOW AND FLOW22 c fLOW2 
C1C7 FLOWT "' FlOW 
tllO ~10~22 • .fLOWl 
:112 25 CChTINUE 
______ ( __ c. MI\JERI~L- BALANCf:_TQ _CAI._CUlATE _DUTli;T (ONCENTRAJJPN OF_ WAT_ER STREAM 
Cl12 C20UT u (flOW*CliN - FLOWTOClOUTI/FLOW22 

( ____ SLOPES CALCULATED ASSU"ING LINEARITY OF LOG CONCENTRATION WITH 
C ,l~BRANE HEIGHT ' 

Cl11 _SLCPEl • CALOGIClOUTJ - ALOGICliNJJ/AMH 
C125 SLCPE2 • &AlOGI~2lNJ - ALOGCC20UTJI/AMH 
C1.33_-________ SUPI_~_ 0.0 _ _ _ _____________ __ 

C Ill = kATER TRANSPORT .. 0.0 FpA THIS CASE 
:l134 _ _ WT • o.o 
t135 SUI'.2 • 0.0 
0136 ___ A.P!Hl • 0.0 _ _ _ 

C lCOP FOR CALCULATING VALUES FOR EACH OF 38, 2CH INCREMENTS CTOTAL 
---- ____ C __ IUKERANf J:tf;l_GI:H_•_]_6,._0_ Cf!L ____ --- ------------- --- ---- . 
C137 · 
tHO 

DC 55 I • lo38 
_ _AI'H2 • AHHl + 2.0 __ _ 

C 3 ASSUME fllH RESISTANCE FOR BOTH SlOES OF MEMBRANE 
Cl~2 fRl •_0.6•AHR 
Cl44 FR2 • 0.6•AHR 
_______ {; .. 4. __ CAlCUlATLBULK CONC.f~TRHION _OLF.LUI.O AT .. IUOPOINT.OF INCREMENT _FOR 

Cl't6 
tl50 
C154 
H6L 
Clt6 

C166 

C ECTH SIDES Of MEMBRANE - CA.V ~ C.ONC_EfiTR~TIOii,.~,Jt~,;;.SIOE, 
C: "c-,C~V2.F CONCENTP..AUON ON.WATER Sl~ --, ..... , _, -· 

XAVEl c SLOPEJ•&AMHl + 1.01 
--~AVCIJ = EXP CXAVElJ 

llAVE2 = SLOPE2*UWU .+ l.OJ + ALOG&C20UTJ 
C~V2Ul '! E~tili.AV.E2L ______________________________________________ _ 

2 CCNTINUE 
C 5. CALCULATE_CONCENTRATlO~ AT_ MEMBRANE FOR NACL SIDE 

ClJU:M • I CAJ4R + FR21/IAMR+FR2tfR1 IJ*CCAVI IJ -.CAV2U U + CAV2C IJ 
C 6o CALCULATE AVERAGE fll" CONCENTRATION AND USE TO OBTAIN FLUID PROPERTIES 
C AMU • VISCOSITY, RHO c AVERAGE fiLM DENSITY, RHOl • DENSITY AT MEM6RANE 1 

_______ __t ________ @HOZ .'!. _llULK_ O_I;NSI.l'L _____ -------------------------------· __ _ 
C200 ClAY • 4ClHEH + CAVIIJJ/2.0 
c2o4 ___ __ ._.IF cctAv. u,.t.o& .. Go ro .lo ___ _ 
C206 A14U • 0.001065*C1AV + 0.009883 
G210 ... GGT012 ···---------
t211 lC CCNIINUE 
t2l! ________ .JMU __ a_J).0009HC1AV~_J)..__Ql~---------------------·- _______________ _ 
C214 12 CC~TINUE 
t2H __ __RHO •_0._0385*ClAV +_1.0 
C217 RHCl • 0.0385•ClHEM + loO 
,222 Rh!i2 • Q.03850CAVI1t + 1·0 
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----- ·- c --T.--ciiciil:AreRevNoLos--'N1l scHi1iorNuliseRs-ANo_G ______________ ·---- ----·-·-·--·-
' . GRASHCF NUMBER . __ ------·-····-· ·-=-~~·:_::::~- ···-·. --····--- .. _ _ __ ;.zi5 · · · set<" ·;,;- A.Hu/(Rtm•t.6e=asf 

i230 VEL • flOW/CAHS*Wl0*60.0J 
;23~---Ry-;--(i:-c)"iAICS•VEl*RH02~J'-"/~A-::M-:-:U--·----------
;.z3l DEl • RHOZ ._ RHOl 
;.zu Gli • .. l9eo.o•ilel•a.WTl (AMu••zT· .. - ----··-···---· ·-··---·-·······-· 

C ~"! _CALC::Ut,~H_E_fOltC_fO_CONV_ECUON Kl,_fRC.ILEQ~,--p-~()_ _ .. _ . _ ... 
AKLL • Cl.Z9E-OSJ*IlRE•SCHK*2·0-AHSl*•0.333I*IAHH2**0.666-

SAMHl••0.666J/CAHHZ - AHHlJ --,--,.--c-Al-Cl.TLATE .. FR.Ef-c(fN-VfC-ffON-Ki-fsfOMEQl~(f _______ ----------·--·---------
l266 AKll • U.6E-OSJ*.66*USCHH•GRJU0.25J*IAMH2**0•75 .- -~HHlU0.75)/ SCAJUi2 -_: AHHlJ .... ·-· .... -- .. . . . . . --···--····--·- -··· ...... -

-~~ IC. CALCULATE COHSINEO Kl BY VECTORIAL ADDITION OF 9 AND 10 
c ··· ····AriD. TAKE RECIPRoc.Ai' fo· oa·rAIN FiiM REsisTANCE · 

:~~7 ___________ ~K_l,_..__.~!l.B.I(.~j(_L~•!2_~-~~l,.l!_!2_1_ _____________ _ 
:314 AKL (I J • AKl 
:316 . . RESl • l~o/UKl*60_.oL . . ... _ ..... _____ . . . ....... . 

C II~ CAlCULATE RAllO Of CALCUlATED RESISTANCE TO ASSUHED FILH RESISTANCE 
;320 . RTC,. RESl/FRl .......... ··-·-···-·-··· .. 

{'ii; If ABS(RAT10- -l~OJ IS GREATER THAN 0.01 A CORRECTiON. is MADE TO 
C T~E ASSUHEO FILM REISITANCE AND THE PROGRAM RETURNED TO STEP 5 

-- ----,--lf--ABS (RATIO :..1~iH is .. t'es_S_THAN o-.ol ... THCPROG-RAH GOES ON TO STEP 13 
:32~------ .. ___ ILCRlQ•. Gl• l·OU .GO. tO 45 
:32S If CRTO. LT. 0.991 GO TO ~0 
:32~-- .... __ .. GO lO 50 .. __ _ 
:321 '" COiJINUE 
~ut. _____ fiU __ ~ f~LLlo .• o~_uua :: .. t ... oL .. ---····----- _____ .. ___ _ 
;333 GG TO 2 
;3H ... .. 40. CU;TINUE 
:334 FRl -= FRl - lO.O*U.O - RJO) 
;He. GC IQ 2 
;341 ~C CCNTINUE 
i3U 5 corn INUE 
. -.. ·--,- u.· CALClJI:.&ie· CONCENiRAiiON. AT .MEMBRAMCON .. WATER. Sloe 
<341 C2HEH • ((fR2JIUK1HfR2tfR1Jl*ICAVCU- CAV21Ul '+'CAV2CU 

C 14. CALCULATE AVERAGE FILM CONCENTRATIOh ANO USE TO OBTAIN FLUID PROPERTIES 
C AMU2"' VISCOSITY, RH002 =·AVERAGE FlU! DENSITY, RH012 • DENSITY AT 
C MEKSRANEe RH022 • DENSITY OF SULK SCLUTION 

:351 C2AV • (C2MEH + CAV2liJJ/2.0 
:355-- ----- IF. I c2A-V ~ LT~ -1.-oJ. GO- TO 20 ... ·-· .. . --· - ---- -- - - ----- ... 
;l~l__ AM~2 • 0.001065*C2AV + 0.01 
:l36l 
:362 
:362 
;365 
:3t.-~ 

:316 
:401 
:40" . 
:uc 
:412 

GO TO 22 
20. CCIITINUE 

. AMU2 • 0.00094*C2AV + 0.01 
22 CCIITINUE . 

... ·- RHO.o2 • o.0385•CiAii + 1.0 
RH012 c 0.0385*C2MEH + loO 
RhC22 a 0.0385*CAV211J + loO 

C 15. CALCULATE REYNOLDS AND SCHHIOf NUMBERS AND G 
SCHM2 • AHU2/CRH002*1.6E-05J 
VEl2 • f'l0112/CAHS*WID*60.0) _ 
RE2 • (2.0*AHS*VEL2*RH022J/AHU2 
OEL2 • RH012 - RH022 
GR2 • (980.0*0EL2*RH0021/AMU2••z 

C 16. CALCULAJE FORCEO CONVECTION Kl FROM EQ 21 P 40 
AKll2 • Cl•29f-05l*ltRE2*SCHH2*2.•AMSJ••.333l*CIAHH-AHHlJ00.666~ 

Sl A~H-AMH2J••.666I/(AMH2 -AHHll 
C 17~ CAlCULATE FREE CONVECTIGN KL FROM Et 1, P '0 

AKl2 • ll.6E-OSJ*.660(1SCHH2•GR21**•251•(1AHH-AHHl)**•75-IAMH- AHH 
S2l**•751/CAHHZ - AHHlJ . . 

C 1e. CALC~LATE CPH81NED Kl BY ACDING 16 AhO 17 VECTORIALLY ANO TAKE 

J.-
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C aECJPROCAL JO OBTAIN RESISTANCE 
;464 __ . _ . . AI<L_•_SQRTI.AI<LL2*•.2._~ Al<l20~2l ---·····--·- -----·-·---- _ ···-·-. 
j471 Sl<lliJ c AKL 
;_H_3 _________ .A.ESZ -~-l .... Olt ll.K.LH 1~6.Q..OJ _____ -----···. ___ --'--~--·_;,...,...,._ •..... ···-·····-·---- ··--· ....... -·· 

. C 19.; CALCULATE RATIO OF CALCULATED RESISTANCE TO ASSLJAEll''lt''ESISTANCE 

;
474

••- c 2C~-~:0!s~c=~~~~~A~s GREATER~THAtfl~Ol c·ORR.ECT-ASSU-MfD FILM· RESISTANCE AND 
... C .... _llETURN.VO STEP-13. _lfABSCR .,._ l.OJ.JS.LESS .THAN.O.Ol GO TO SlEP 21 
:sec IF CRT02. GT. 1.01) GO TO 85 
~03 ________ lf_ CRT02.~_u •.. o .... U.LJiO .. .UL8.Q__ ·-------------------- ... __ -·-·--·---- -···. 
;5C4 GG TO 90 . 
;5C5 l5 CtNTINUE. _ __ __ . ---·-··--·-. -·· ····--·- ........ . 
;505 fR2 • FR2 + lO.OO(Ri02 - l.O) 
:511 "'·· GO TO 5 . ···-·-·· _ _ ____ ... _ .. 
l512 EC CCHTJNUE 
~5.12. __ FR2.. a_ fRZ.~ __ lO • .O~U..O._~_..RI02L ____________ _ 
:516 GO 10 5 
:511 ~0 CC~TINUE 
;517. .ti(Hl • AKHl .+ 2.0 

;521 

:~35 
:531 
:541 
:546 

. ;546 
:sse 

:552 

:557 
:H3 
:5t4 
:56! 
:sts 
:571 
:572 
:572 
:.5 76 
:571 

:571 
:62C 
:t31 
:41 ~ l 
:632 

C 21. CALCULATE TOTAL RESISTANCE 
RESO • AESl + AMR + RES2 

. C. _22. TAXE RECIPROCAl. Of TOULAESISTANCE.JO OBTAIN.O.YEMt.L .MASS. TRANSFER 
C CCEffiCIENT 

Al<lC = 1.0/lRESO•bO.Ql 
C 23. CALCULATE MASS TRANSFERRED IN INCREMENT 

lRANS(lJ~z.•w!D•AKLO*lCAVCIJ -CAV211)Jt0.060. 
C 24e AFTER CALCULATION fOR All INCREMENTS SUM Will BE TOTAl MASS 

. C_ ... __ T IIANSFERREOo IdA _ . _____ . _ .. - __ _ __ _ __ _______ _ __________ --·- ·-
SUM • SUM + TRANSliJ 

~5 CCtiTlNUE 
PRINT H, SUM 

41 FCRMAT lf10.5J 
FLCII22 ., fUlW2 - WT 
FLOIIT = FLO~ij + wT .. .... _ . . . 

C 25. CALCULATE MASS TRANSFERRED, . WB. BY MATERIAl BALANCE ON DIALYZED STREAM 
TRANF = lflOW~CllN - FlOWT•ClOUTJ•0.001 
R • S~H/TRANF . . . , 

c 21. 
c 

JF ABSI~A/~8 -l.Oj IS GREATER THAN 0.01 CORRECT ASSUKEO OUTLET 
OCNCENTRATION ANO RETURN TO STEP z. If ABSIWA/WB- l.OJ IS LESS THAN 

... . c C.Cl GC ON TO STEP 28 -·- ····-·-- __ . 
IF (R. GT. 1.011 GO TO 56 
JF CR. LT. 0.991 GO TO 57 
GO TO 60 

56 CCNTII'.UE 
C!OLT c ClOUT - O.l•IR-1.01 

GC TO 25 
57 CUTINUE 

ClOYT a ClOUT+ Ool*(l.O- Rl 
GC TO 25 

ec Ctt;HNUE 
C 28. PRII'.T INPUT DATA, OUTLET CONCENTRATION OF NACl AND WATER STREAKS 

PRINT fw flOWr AMRr AMS• AMH, CliN, WIOr FLOW2 
PlllNT 70, ClOUT, C20Ul, kT 

lC FCR~AT C3Fl0.51 
GC TO 100 
UiC 



CCCC:?l 
COCC36 
tOCC:!l 
CCCC57 
C0Cct2 
COCCt.2 
COC1C3 
CCCH~ 

COC1C7 
CCCllC 
COC112 
CCC112 
CO( 117 
(0(1<:~ 

1cou;:! 

!cou3~t 
COCl:!~ 
COC1:!t. 
COC1:?1 
COC11ol 
C0Cllo3 
COCl-4~ 

CO,C llo 7 
COC1~3 
COClt. J 
COClt~ 
CCC it~ 
(0(177 
COC~C:? 
coczc~ 
CCC2C7 
CCC21C 
CCC21C 
(0(4'13• 
(0(213 
COC2ll 
COC2"1 
COC.<"-4 
CC<2<:7 
COC232 
COC23t. 
CCC2-4C 
(0(2-43 

COC2t~ 

COC3Ct. 
COC313 

.;COC315 
(0(:?17 
COU21 
CCC321o 
COC325 
co.u;? l 
COC3<:t 

.COC332 
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P~CGRA~ fUUR !INPuT, O~TP~TI 
C PRGCRA~ TO ~AkKY OUT LALCULATlONS FOR DESl~N EXAMPLE - WATER TRANSPORT 
C HCU.CEC 

CI~E~SICN CAVIJ~I, TRA~SI381, AKLI381 1 BKLI38lt CAV213BI 
ICC CC~TINUE 

REAClt fLuw, AMk, A~S, A~h, C1IN, WID, fl0k2 
lf IAMR. Ef.l •. 0.01 STOP 
FCili'Al 17HU.31 
PRI~T 1, flOw, AMKt A~S, AMH, CliNt WID, fl0W2 
C21~ = 0.001 
ClCLT = o.5*CllN 

C I~ITIALIZATIGN UF FLUwT ANO FLOW22 
fLC~ T = fLU~ 
FLC~22 = flCwl 

25 CC~T INUE 
CZCLT = IFLUw*CllN- Fl'CwT*ClCUTI/FLOw22 
SLCPE1 = IALD~ILlOUTI - ALOGIC1INII/AMH 
SLCFE2 = IALUGIC21NI ~ ALOGICZOUTII/AMH 
SL~ = 0.0 

C J~ITI~li~ATlON Uf WT TO 0.0 
lol = o.o 
Arl-1 = C.O 
Cl 55 I = 1 dti 
AMh2 = AMHl + 2.0 
F.R1 = O.o>~<AMK 
FR2 = C.o*AMK 
)A~El = SLOPE1*LAMH1 + 1~01 
CA~IJI = EXP IXAVE11 
)A~E2 = SLOPt2>~<1AMHl + 1.01 + ALDGIC2CUTI 
CAV2111 = tX~IXAVE21 

2 CCIITl~UE 
Cli'EM = IIAMK + FR21/IAI'R+FR2+FR1li*(CAVIJI -CAV21111 + CAV2111 
CIJV = IL1MEM + LAVIIII/2.0 
IF iCIAV. LT.l.OJ GU TC 10 
A~U = O.U0106~*C1AV ~ 0.009883 
GC TO 12. 

lC CCf\Tii-.UE 
~,L = C.U0094*LlAV + 0.01 

12 COTII\LE 
llHC = 0.03d5*C1AV + 1.0 
~~Cl = 0.038~'~'ClMEM + 1.0 
~HC2 = 0.038~>~<CAVI11 + 1.0 
SC~M = AMU/IKHU*1.oE-C51 
VEt = flOW/IAMS>~'wlD*60.01 
R[ = (2.0>~'AMS*VEL>~'KH021/AMU 
C[l = RHU2 - RHOl 
G~ = (g8U.O*UtL*KHOI/IAM~**21 
AKlt = (l.29E-051*1 IRE*SCHM*2.0>~'A~SI**0.333I*IAMH2**0.666-
JA~~1**0.o661/IAMH2 - AMhll 

tKL1 = 11.bt-051>~'.o6*IISCHM*GRI**0•25l*IAM~2**0•75- AMHl**0.751/ 
tiA,h2 - AMHll , 
~~l = S'RTIA~Ll'~'*l + AKL1'~'*21 
AKL()I = AKL 
ll£51 = 1.0/IAKL*60.UI 
RlC = RtSl/fK1 
If CRTC. GT. 1.011 GO TO -45 
IF unc. n. u.99J GO To ~oo 
GC TC 50 

-45 CCI\Tli\L;E 
FRl = fRl + 1U.0>~'1KTO - 1.01 
GC TO 2 



~(~ 

con~~ 

COC33~ 

• COU37 
COC34C 
CCC34C ,. 
CCC34C 
COC35C 
(0(3~4 

COC356 
CCCJfC 
COCJ t 1 
COC36.1 
(0(3£4 
COC3t4 
COOt 1 
CCC37.< 
COCJB 
CCC4CC 
COC4C3 
COC4C7 
(0(411 
(!OC414 

COC44C 

COC4t3 
CC(47C 
(0(472 
(0(47~ 

COC417 
COC5C2 
COC5C3 
COC5C4 
~.OC5C4 
CCC 51C 
COC511 
coc 511 
COC515 
(0(516 
(OC~H 
C:CC52C 
(0(523 
COC526 
(0(534 

c 
C:OC536 
COC5io3 

c 
c 

COC5io5 
COC552 

c 
c 

C.Ol552. 
ccc~~" 

c 
COC556 
_C0062 
COC!i63 
(0(51\1 
COC57C 
(0(511 

H CCI\111\LE 
FRl = FR1- 10.0*11.0- RTOI 
GC. TG 2 

5C CCI\111\t;E 
5 CCI\Tli\L:E 

C.li(EM = IIFK21/IAMK+FP2+fRlii*ICAIIIJI- CA\121111 + CA\12111 
C2AII = IC2MtM + ~AVLI111/2.0 
If IC2AV. LT. 1.01 GO TC 20 
A~t;2 = 0.001Ub5*C2AV + 0.01 
GC TO 22 

.<c CCI\lli\LE 
A~U2 = O.OOU~4*C2AV + 0.01 

.<2 COTli\LE 
RHCC2 0.03~5*C2AV + 1.0 
~~Cl2 = 0.03d5*C2MEM + 1.0 
R~C22 = 0.03ti5*CAV211l + 1.0 
SC~~2 = AMU2/(RH002*1.6E-05) 
\/El2 = FL0"2/(AMS*WID*60.0l 
RE2 = 12.0*AMS*VtL2*RH0221/AMU2 
OEL2 = RHU12 - RH022 
GR2 = (~80.0*UEL2*RH0021/AMU2**2 
AKLL2 = 11.2~E-05l*IIRE2*SCHM2*2•*AMSI**•333I*IIAMH-AMH11**•666-

SI A~H-AMH2l**•bb61/IAMH2.-AMH11 
AKL2 = ll.6E-05l*•b6*IISCHM2*GR21**·25l•IIAMH-A~Hli*••75-IAMH- AMH 
f21~*.751/IAMH2- AMHll 

AKL = S'RTIAKLL2**2 + AKL2**2l 
BKLI H = AKL 
RES2 = l.O/IdKLIII*60.01 
RTC2 = Rt:S2/FR2 
If tRTC2. GT. 1.011 GO 10 85 
IF IRTC2. LT. 0.991 'Gc lC 80 
GC TO 90 

E5 CCI\lli\LE 
FR2 = FR2 + lO.O*IKJ02 - 1.01 
GC TO 5 

fC CCI\111\UE 
FR2 = FR2- 10.0*11.0- RT021 
GC TO 5 

SC Cli\TH1UE 
A~H1 = AMHl + 2~0 
RESC = RESl + AMR + RES2 
AKLC = l.O/IRtSU*60.0I 
TRAI\SIIl=2.*Wl0*AKLO*ICAVIII -CAV21IIl*0.060 
SL~ =SUM+ TRANSIII 

1. CALCLLATIGN OF WATER TRANSPORT 
kT = z.•WI0*0.00154*1ClMEM - C2MEMI +. WT 

55 CCI\liM.:E 
2. •FTER CALCULATIONS HAVE BEEN CARRIED OUT FOR All INCREMENTS WT WILL 

BE TCTAL WATER JKANSPORTEO 
PRINT 47, SUM 

47 FCR~~T lfl0.51 
3. ~E~ C~llET fLUW KATES CALCULATED FLOW22 IS WATER STREAM FLOW RATE, 

FLOwT IS NALL STREAM FLCw RAT~ 
FLC~22 = FL0~2 - WT 
FLCwT = flOw + •T 

4. 1\E~ ~ATERIAL tiALANCE FOR MASS TRANSFERRED 
TRAI\F = lfLOW*CliN- fLCWT*ClOUTI*O.OOl 
R "' SlJI" I TI<ANF 
If IR. CT. 1.011 GU TO 56 
If IR. LT. 0.991 GU TO 57 
GC TO 60 

S6 CCI\TIM.:E 



COC571 
COC575 
COC5 7t 
COC576 __ 
COCtC2 
COUC.3 
COCtC3 
COet~'t 
COct35 
COC6.3~ 
COCtH 
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ClOvT = ClOUT - O.l•IR-l.OJ 
GC TO ZS 

~7 CCI\TINvE 
. ____ ClCli.L= C.lOUT + _o.l•U.IL ~ .. RJ ----------~------------------

GC TO Z5 
tC CCI\TlNt.;E 

. PRII\T 1, FLOW, AMR, A,.$, AHH, 
PRINT 70, ClOUT, C20UT, hT 

7C fCR,.AT 13FlO.SJ 
GC TO lOQ __ 
EI\C 

CliN, WID, FLOW2 

.J 

f_ 



No attempt was made to carry out these calculations by hand as 

computing facilities were available. However:, it is realized that it 

may be desired to do the calculations by hand. For this purpose some 

suggestions are presented here which should reduce the total ti:ne required. 

The same procedure may be followed as in the discussion on p. 86 

and in the block diagram (Fig. 15). The first thing to be done is to 

divide the membrane into a smaller number of increments. This may cause 

some decrease ih accuracy but will decrease the time by a large am::mnt. 

Next is the problem of convergence of assumed film resistance and cal

culated film resistance. It will be noted that the effect of changing 

the film resistance is to change the concentration at the membrane. 

Changing the membrane concentration is reflected in a changed Grashof 

number. Since the Grashof number appears in the mass transfer correla

tionto the l/4 power the dependence will not be strong. Therefore, a 

large change in assumed film resistance will cause a small difference in 

the calculated film resistance. With relatively few computations values 

of assumed resistance may be obtained which are both larger and smaller 

than the corresponding calculated values. Then the assumed values may 

be plotted vs. the calculated values and the correct film resistance ob

tained from the point where the two values are equal. The final problem 

is the convergence of the two values of mass transfer coefficient (see 

Steps 23, 24, 25, .p. 91). Possibly the best thing to do in this calcula

tion would be to calculate the new· value of the NaCl outlet stream con

centration by a material balance using the total mass transferred obtatned 

from Step 24, p. sn. The two values of mass transferred may be plotted 

one vs. the other and the correct value obtained from the point where 

the two values are equal. 



.). 
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Program for analysis of data of Marshall and Storrow 

This is essentially the same program as in Part (b) of 2, used 

with difi'erent input data (see p. 55). The source listing appears 

on pp. 100-102 The differences between the two programs are as 

follows: 

a. The membrane was a different height resulting in a 

different number of increments. 

b. The water transport was obtained by assuming equi
r 

molal counter diffusion. 

c. A different solute was used resulting in different 

f·luid property equations. 

._. 

. . 
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__ COC036 __ 
COCC3t 
COCC!'l 
COCC57 

, CCClOC 
(((1(2 

_COUCit 
COUC5 
(QtlC1 
COC1C7 
C:OC!H 
(0(122 

_:_ ,COC13C 
COC131 
COC132 
COU33 
(0Cl31t 
(0(136 

_,:«:CCHG 
(OCH2 
(0(141 
COC153 
(0(161 
(0(16! 

___ COCH6 
CCC166 
Ctc2CC 
COC2C4 
COC2Ct 
CCC21C 

- (0(211 
COC211 
(0(213 
COC2lt 
COC2H 
COC2!1 
C:OC222 
COC222 
COC225 
CCIC230 
COC233 
COC23S 
C:OC241 
COC244 
CCC25C 
C:OC253 

COC.21! 

coou 
COC323 
COC325 
(0021 
COC331 
C0t334 
COC335 
COC33t 
COC336 
COC342 

c 

,_ 
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f~CGRAK FIVE ClNPUTo OUTPUTJ 
FR8GUK TC CARRY OUT ANALYSIS Of DATA OF MARSHALL AND STORROW 

_DIMENSION CAV138Jo TRAHSC38Jo AKLC3eJo 8KLC38J, CAV2C38J 
RfADlt flO~t AHR, AMSe AMH, C11No WID, fl0~2 

1 fCRKAT C7f10.5J 
flllNT lo FLOW, AJtR, APISo AHH, CliNt WID, fLOW2,. 
C2 IN .. 0.001 ' 
ClC~T • 0.5•CllN 
flCH • FLOW 
flCIJI22 • ft.OW2 

2! CCtiliHI.iE 
C20UT • CFLO~*CHN - FlOWUClOUTI/Fl01i22 

SLCfEl • CALOGCClOUTI - ALOGCCliNJJ/AMH 
SLCPEZ • CALOGCC21Nj - ALOGCC20UTJI/AMH 
St.Jil • o.o 
1111 • o.o 
AI'IIH • 0.0 
CC 55 I • le38 
AHH2 • AMHl + 2.0 
FR1 • 0.6*MIIl 
FR2 • Oe6*AHR 
JA,El • SLOPEl*IAMHl + 1.01 + ALOGICliNl 
C.A,'tUI • EXP CXAVEU 
XAVE2 = SlOPEZ•tAKHl + 1.01 + ALOGCC20UTI 
CAV21JJ • EXPIXAVf21 
K • 1 

2 CCU INUf 
ClP.EM a CCAMR + fR2)/IAHR+fR2+FRlii*CCAVIIJ -CAV2llll + CAVZIII 
C1AV • 4C1HEH + CAVllJI/2.0 
If CClAV. LT. 3.0) GO tO 10 
A~L • C.0069*ClAV + 0.000~ 
Gt tO H 

lC CCUINI:E 
If IC1AV. LT. 1.25) GO 10 11 
~~~ • c.oo~zs•C1AV • o.0079 
GC TO 1~ 

11 CUillNI.iE 
AY.U D 0.00256•ClAV + 0.01 

14 Ctt\TJNIJE 
RHO a O.Ol5~*ClAV + leO 
RhOl m 0.035~•C1HEM + 1.0 
R~C2 • 0.035~*CAVIIJ + 1.0 
CEL • RH02 - RHOl 
GR ~ C9So.o•DEL*RHOJ/IAMU•t2) 
SCHM • AMU/lRH0*1.6E-05J 
VEL = FLOW/CAMS*WID*60.0J 
RE ~ C~.O*AMS*VEL*RH02J/AMU 
AKLL • C1.19E-05J*IIREOSCHM•2.0*AMSI••o.333l*IAHH2**0·666-
IA~Hl••0.666J/IAMH2 - AHH11 
AKll •11.6 E-05J0.66*1CSCHMtGR•••0.25J*IAM~2••o.75- AHHt••O.l5J/ 

ICAMH2 - AHHU 
A~L • stRTIAKLL••z • AKL1••2J 
AKLU J .. AKl 
RESl • 1.0/IAKL•60.0l 
IUD • RESl/FRl 
If CRTO. GT. 1.0011 GO 10 ~5 
If CRJC. LT. 0.999) GC TC ~0 
GO TO 50 

45 CtUJM.;E 
FRl m FRl + 10.0*IRTO - 1.01 
GO TO 2 



COC:H3 
COC343 
(0(.341 
COC3!C 
(0(;350 
CCO!C 
CiOC3t0 
COC3t4 
COC3tt 
CCC370 
coo) 1' 
(()(371 
COC373 
CCOH 
COC377 
(0(317 
COC'tC~ 
COC402 
CCC4C5 
CCC'tlC 
CCC413 
COCH6 
COC421 
Cl0Cit2.5 
COC1t2.1 
COC432 

COCo\St 

COCSCl 
COC5C6 
CCC5H 
COC513 
COC51! 
(((52C 
COC521 
COC522 
COCS22 
CIOCSU 
COC521 
COC52.1 
COC533 
(0(534 
(0(534 
COC53t 
COC51tl 
COC544 
COC551 
COC553 
COC555 
COC55l 
COC564 
COC564 
cocstt 
COC51C 
COC514 
C:OC515 
COCtO! 
C:OC6C2 
COCt03 
COC6C3 
cocec1 
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H COITINLE 
Fil = fRl- lO.O•tl.O- RIOl 
GC TO 2 

H cttiTlNliE 
5 Cet.TINUE 

C2MEM • llFR2J/(AKR+FR2+FR1Jl*lCAYliJ- CAY241JI ~ CAVZlll 
C2AY = lC2HEK + CAVZ(l)J/2.0 
IF CC2AY. LT. 3.0) GG TC 20 
AH~2 = 0.0069•CZAY + 0.000~ 
GG TO 24 

CC CCUJN(;f 
If CC2AV. LT. 1.251 GO TO 21 
A~U2 = O.OOit25•C2AV + 0.0019 
GC TO 24 . 

21 CCU INUE 
A~~2 • 0.0025~*C2AV + 0.01 

24 CCNJ'INUE. 
R~G02 ~ 0.0354*C2AV + t.C 
RtiCil2 • 0.03S4*CZMEM + 1.0 
RtiC22 • 0.0354*CAV211J + 1.0 
SCti~2 • AHU2/(RH002*1•6E-05J 
VEL2 • FL0~2/CAMS*WIO•,O.OJ 
R£2 • l2.0*AMS*VfL2•RH022J/AMU2 
OEL2 = RH01L - RH022 
GR2 • (~BO.o•OEL2*RH002.)/AMU2**2 

1·••4 ... ,, I 

AKllZ s &1.24E-05)*1(RE2*SCHM*2•*AMSJ**•333J*((AHH-AHH1J**•666-
Sl AMh-AMH2J**•666J/tAMH2 -AMHlJ 

AKL2 ~fl.6 f-051*.66*((SCHK2*GR2J**•2SJS(IAMH-AKH11**•75-IAMH- AHH 
$21f•.l51/IAMH2- AHHlJ 
~Kl = SQRT4AKLL2**2 + AKL2002J 
BKU IJ ., AKL 
RES2 a l.O/l8Kllll•60.CJ 
RTC2 = RES2/FR2 
If JRT02. GT. 1.0011 GO TO 85 
lf (R102. LT. 0.999) GC TO BO 
GLl TO 90 

es CCtiTINUE 
FRl a FR2 + lO.O•CRT02 - 1.01 
GC TO 5 

H CGNllhLE 
FR2. : FRZ - 10.0•(1.0 - RTOZJ 
GC TO 5 

CJC CC.IITIIIUE 
A~hl = AMHl + 2.0 
RESO A RfSl • AKR • RES2 
AKlO = l.O/lRES0*60.0I 
TRANSllJ = ~6.0*AKLO*(CA~IIJ -CAV2(JJJ•0.060 
~~ A 1RANS!!)027.0 + ~T 
SUM= SUM + TRANStlJ 

~! CCl\lll\lJE 
PRIIIT 47 1 SUH 

47 FCR~AT lfl0.51 
FLOh22 a FLOW2 - ~T 
FlChl = FLOW + WT 
TRANF = tfLO~*CllN - FlCbT*ClCUJJOO.OOl 
R • SliM IT RANf 
lf IR. GT. l.OOlJ GO TC 56 
If &R. LT. 0.9991 GO TO 57 
GC TO 60 

5t CCtiTINLE 
ClOUT s ClOUT - O.l•lR-1.01 

GC TC 25 

~, 
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..... CCC610 ~1 Ctllfl I hUE 
CGC61C ClCUT ., ClOUT .. 0.1•11.0 - Rl 
COC6H Gt TO 25 
cocus eo CCIHINUE 
COC615 PRihT lt FLOW, AHR, AHS, AHH, CliN, WIO, FLOW2 
COC636 PRINT 70o /ClOUT, C20UT, lH 
CCCt~7 10 FCRHAT 13flO.SI 
COCt41 ENt 

.. 
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Appendix I 

NOMENCLATURE 

b thickness of flow channel (separation between membranes) - em 

C concentration - g-ni.oles/liter 

D liquid diffusi vi ty - cm
2 
/sec 

d hydraulic radius of flow channel == 2b 
w 

Gr 

g 

K 
0 

Pe 

Re 

Sc 

u . -Av 

u 

w 

X 

p 

Grashof number== g(p - p.)p'x3;~2 
. 0 l 

2 
acceleration due to gravity - 980 em/sec 

liquid phase mass transfer coefficient - em/sec 

membrane mass transfer coefficient - em/sec 

overall mass transfer coefficient - em/sec 

mass flux of component A - g-moles/cm
2

min 

Re x Sc - dimensionless 

Reynolds number - dwUA~al~o - dimensionless 

Schmidt number - ~/.JD - dimensionless 

average linear bulk velocity - em/sec 

linear velocity - em/sec 

mass transferred - moles/min 

vertical distance up membrane from bottom - em 

density - gf cm3 

pi density at membrane 

p == density of bulk solution 
0 

. P' average film density 

viscosity ..,. g/cm-sec 

. 

~: 
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